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Excavations at Squire's Court,
Bedminster Parade, Bedminster,

Bristol, 2001.

By Adrian Parry

With contributions by

Rod Burchill, Dr Nigel Cameron, Lorrain Higbee, Reg Jackson,

Julie Jones, Dr Helen Keeley, Oliver Kent and Dr Roger Leech

PART 1: INTRODUCTION

In January and February of 2002, Bristol and Region Archaeological Services (BaRAS) carried out an
open area excavation and watching brief on derelict land located to the south of Bedminster Bridge,
Bristol (centred on NGR ST 59020 71940) (Fig.l). The site was bordered to the west by Bedminster
Parade, to the south by Boot Lane, to the east by Stillhouse Lane and to the north by the footprint of a
former glue factory. The excavation site occupied the south-western corner of an area due for
residential and commercial re-development by Bellway Homes (Wessex). The fieldwork was carried
out as part of the planning process, with the aim of preserving by record archaeological remains
preserved in situ within the development footprint. It followed on from an evaluatory archaeological
fieldwork exercise carried out on the site in June 2001, which identified the excavation area as having
the most potential for the survival of significant archaeological remains.

The archive of records and finds deriving from the excavation at Squire's Court has been
deposited with Bristol City Museum and Art Gallery under accession number BRSMG 2002/01.

Historical and Archaeological Background

There is no archaeological evidence for occupation of the excavation site during the prehistoric and
Romano-British periods.

During the medieval period, the site lay on the main thoroughfare (now Bedminster Parade)
connecting the settlement of Bedminster to Redcliffe and Bristol. Documentary evidence bears
testament to the western side of the Parade as far as Brightbow being developed at least as early as
1306, although the inference is that contemporaneous building activity was also taking place on the
eastern side of the road.

Nothing is known about the site until the later post-medieval period. Cartographic evidence
indicates that the medieval properties on the western side of the Parade were cleared prior to 1742,
possibly during the Civil War (the site lay outside the city defences at that time). Rocque's plan of that
year (Fig.3) shows a partial street frontage along only the eastern side of what is now Bedminster
Parade, although, assuming that all buildings beyond the Civil War defences were levelled, the
buildings in question may be no earlier than mid-17th-century in date. Deeds for Nos.! 0-16
Bedminster Parade, which are kept in the Bristol Record Office (Accession Numbers 16064 & 18371),
date from the period 1724-1799, suggesting that the latter may indeed be the case. The excavation site
was located in an area of open ground located to the rear of the street frontage. It was partly occupied
by gardens and partly by vacant lots or side streets.

Between 1804 and 1809, the New Cut was excavated to the north of the site. This created a
new channel for the River Avon thus allowing the harbour to be made non-tidal. To the west of
Bedminster Bridge, the arisings from these works were deposited on the south side of the Cut and it is



fair to suppose that this also happened to the east of the Bridge. The excavation of the Cut, the banking
of the ground alongside it and installation of better drainage facilities in an area of waterlogged
alluvial clay are likely to have acted as catalysts for development in its hinterland. Plumley and
Ashmead's map of 1828, the first to provide any real detail, appears to reflect this situation (Fig.4).
Not only does it show unbroken residential development along Bedminster Parade (with each property
having its own back garden) but Boot Lane and Stillhouse Lane were also named and lined with
buildings. Boot Lane, according to street directories and part of a day book, was home to a pottery
kiln, which produced red and brown wares between c. 1780 and 1851. The interior of the excavation
area was also occupied from the early part of the 19th century by an enclosed housing development
(later to be called Squire's Court).

A map produced by Ashmead in the 1850's (Fig.S) illustrates further development along Boot
Lane and to the north of Squire's Court. It also demonstrates that the Bedminster Parade frontage still
comprised houses and gardens, whereas Boot Lane and Stillhouse Lane contained a mixture of
commercial and residential properties. A plan was submitted in 1851 (BRO Building Plan Book 1,
Folio 13) for the construction of two new properties on Boot Lane (although it is not clear from the
Ashmead map whether they were ever built). The plan shows that the two houses were connected by a
side passage. Only the ground floors were shown on the plan, with each consisting of a parlour,
kitchen, washhouse, WC and adjoining ashpit. The fact that the date on the plan coincides with the
closure of the kiln must be more than coincidental.

A I :500 scale Ordnance Survey map of the area, dating to 1883 (Fig.6), shows that the rear
gardens of the properties lining Bedminster Parade had mostly been filled with outbuildings. It also
depicts building re-development at the junction of Boot Lane and Stillhouse Lane.

There was little change in the character of the excavation area until the 1950s when a proposed
bypass resulted in the clearance of many buildings in the vicinity of Stillhouse Lane. By the early
1960s Squire's Court had become a car park and timber yard, with a garage erected on its southern
side. Existing buildings to the north had also been converted into a garage and a showroom (Fig.S).
Further major building clearances took place with the building of Bedminster Bridge and the widening
of Bedminster Parade in the early 1960s.

In November 2000, a desk-based archaeological and historical study (BaRAS, 2000) identified
the potential for the survival of significant archaeological remains at the western and eastern ends of
the development footprint. Elsewhere, it was concluded that the archaeological stratigraphy would
have been severely impacted by clay extraction and modem industrial activity.

In April and May 2002 the Avon Archaeological Unit carried out a trial excavation of the
development site (Hume 2001). All but one of the trenches revealed physical remains of 18th- and
19th-century residential development and industry. In particular, the zone bounded by Bedminster
Parade, Stillhouse Lane and Boot Lane was shown to have a stratified sequence of structures and
deposits that could potentially elucidate the physical character and development of artisan dwellings
and industrial buildings from the medieval period onwards. At one end of the spectrum, the discovery
2m below ground level of a buried alluvial soil horizon containing medieval pottery hinted at the
survival of archaeological structures and features dating from that period. At the other end of the
chronological sequence, and of equal significance, was archaeological evidence for the reclamation
and subsequent use of the site from the late 17th century/early 18th century onwards. It was during this
time that rapid expansion of Bristol encouraged zoned artisan residential and integrated industrial
development under the aegis of wealthy landowners and entrepreneurs, especially the Smyths of
Ashton Court.

With these considerations in mind, the City Archaeologist Bob Jones asked for further work,
in the form of an open area excavation, to be carried out in the south-western corner of the
development area. Residential and industrial development elsewhere on the site was already well
documented or disturbed by later activity.
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PART 11: THE EXCAVATIONS

Excavation Objectives

The aims of the full-scale excavation programme were threefold:

to assess the nature and extent of any medieval settlement or utilisation of the site. A study of the
character of the pre-settlement environment (represented by re-deposited and naturally occurring
alluvial clays) was also considered to be of significance, particularly adjacent to the medieval
street line.

to examine in further detail the I8th- and 19th-century structures still preserved in- situ on the site,
along with their associated artefactual and environmental data. This segment of the archaeological
resource is of major importance given the rapid rise of Bedminster in this period and the associated
influx of new industries. As in most areas of social history, the ephemera of the upper classes is
better documented than the life of the working classes. Extensive fieldwork at Squire s Court
would, hopefully, redress the balance by examining in detail the form, function and living
conditions represented by the dwellings of some of the poorer sections of the community.

Significant quantities of glassworking residues and ceramic production waste were recovered
during the evaluation. A pottery kiln was known, from documentary evidence, to have occupied a
site on Boot Lane. An excavation would possibly locate the kiln and shed further light on adjacent
glass-working activity.

Methodology

The excavation area was mechanically stripped of recent overburden to expose the top of the
archaeological resource. Given the density and significance of the surviving 18th- & 19th-century
remains at this level, and the time needed to record them in detail, it was deemed appropriate to
selectively, rather than fully, excavate the site in order to characterise its development.

Given that the ceramic dating evidence was mainly recovered from imported landfill and
cultivation material, and spanned a period of only 200 years or so, a precise chronological framework
for the site was not attainable. Moreover, in areas of the site where the density of structures precluded
the recovery of dateable artefactual material, phasing was based on construction techniques and
cartographic evidence. The results of the watching brief have also been incorporated into this section
of the report.

For ease of reference, the site was divided into forty separate areas (Fig.2). Detailed
descriptions of archaeological deposits can be found in the geoarchaeological report (see Keeley).

The majority of the masonry and brick features described below correspond to structures
shown on 19th-century plans. Therefore a digitised plan of the archaeological evidence has been
superimposed on an 1883 Ordnance Survey map (Fig.7).

Alluvial Deposition

The natural geology recorded at the base of what was mainly l8th- and 19th-century archaeology
consisted of clean yellowish-brown alluvial clay. A geophysical survey carried out during the
evaluation (Hume 2001) determined that this had formed in a low energy environment, probably
during overbank flooding of the River Avon. A diatom analysis of the alluvial sediments recorded
during the excavation (see Cameron) supports this theory.

Pre-Settlement Activity

During the evaluation carried out in 2001 (Hume 2001) medieval pottery was recovered from a buried
soil horizon located in the south-western corner of the excavation area (Area 26; Fig.2). The 2002
excavation recorded the same soil horizon, a shallow deposit of clean brown silly clay interpreted as a
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flood deposit, covering extensive areas of the site. No further evidence of medieval activity, ceramic or
otherwise, was recovered from this layer during the excavation and there were certainly no surviving
remains of associated medieval structures, features or deposits. The earliest evidence of anthropogenic
activity registered during the excavation was represented by a series of late 17th-century dump layers
recorded in section to the rear of No.1 0 Bedminster Parade (Area 18; Fig.12). Here, the natural
alluvium was sealed by highly fragmented sandstone (1064), rubble (1062) and re-deposited alluvium
mixed with red sand (1063). The sand may well have derived from a glass-making process.

Building activity and garden development along Bedminster Parade (Fig.2)

The division into rear gardens of the open ground shown on Rocque's map of 1742 (Fig.3) appears to
have been a piecemeal process which must have begun no earlier than the middle 1700 s and was
completed by the time Plumley & Ashmead's map appeared in 1828 (Fig.4). A T-shaped wall
(819/992), constructed from distinctive light coloured sandstone bonded with buff and (greyish) white
lime mortar, appeared to represent the earliest wall in the sequence in the southern part of the site (Figs
11 & 12). The base of this wall was butted by deposit 1074, which contained pottery no earlier than
1780 in date. Wall 819/9922 demarcated two separate gardens, one of which was later sub-divided into
the gardens forming Areas 26 and 27. The brick and white lime mortared wall (827) used to create this
subdivision rested on deposit 1071, which was laid down between 1720 and 1780 (Figs 10 & 11).
Along the southern edge of the excavation area, wall 1269 betrayed its 18th-century origins despite
being built up in the 19th century (Fig.9). The other garden was bonded on the north-eastern side by
wall 805 (Fig.12), which, on the basis of its construction and alignment, appeared to be
contemporaneous with Squire's Court. The 19th-century back wall (1271) of the gardens occupying
Areas 18, 35 and 36 was constructed from grey and reddish brown uncoursed Pennant rubble and brick
bonded with a greyish-white lime- and coal-flecked mortar. The boundary walls of Area 35 (1272 &
1273) were truncated by the insertion of a modern basement. The construction trench for wall 1272
contained pottery dating from the late 17th/early 18th century (Fig.13), but the wall itself, which
contained grey ash mortar, was almost certainly 19th-century in date. Further to the north, walls 1275
1276 showed evidence of 19th-century construction on top of 18th-century foundations.

The following section of the report contains a description of the development of each of the
properties (and/or their gardens) located along the western periphery of the site. The house numbering
referred to is that given on Ashmead's map of c.1854 (Fig.S).

No. J3 (Areas 26 & 28) Fig.9; Plates 1& 2

This part of the site had previously been trial trenched in 2001 (Hume 2001). The following
description therefore includes archaeological evidence recorded during both the evaluation and
excavation.

Wall 1189, which formed the south-western boundary of both the property and excavation
area, was preserved to a height of 2m. The base of the wall rested upon a 0.2m thick layer of dark
brown ashy soil containing fragments of slate, tile, brick and charcoal. This deposit in turn sealed the
buried soil horizon that contained medieval pottery. The presence of pink and brown mortar in
amongst the brown silt indicated that the buried soil was either laid down in the 17th/18th century, or
contaminated by building activity/demolition during that period.

Wall 1189 contained several structural elements resulting from three phases of rebuilding. The
original wall, which was almost certainly 18th-century in date, had been mostly demolished, leaving
only the 0.3m high footings, which were constructed from Pennant rubble bonded with buff and while
lime mortar. A thin deposit of compacted dark greyish-brown silty clay separated the footings from the
replacement wall, which was built of regularly coursed red brickwork set into a greyish-white lime
based mortar. A second layer of Pennant rubble masonry, bonded on this occasion with a pale grey
lime-based mortar, was placed on top of the brickwork. This structure turned at right angles, projecting
into Area 26 for an indeterminate distance. The uppermost part of wall 1269 still preserved in situ
comprised another level of brickwork.

The archaeological evidence for the re-building and building up of wall 1189 can be accounted
for by a study of the map evidence. Plumley & Ashmead's map of 1828 (Fig.4) shows a wall at this
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location, separating the gardens of Nos. 13 and 14 Bedminster Parade. It is unclear, however, whether
this dividing wall was represented by the stone footings recorded at the base of 1189 or the
replacement brickwork above. Ashmead' s revised map of c. 1854 (Fig.5) shows that in the intervening
period, two contiguous structures had been erected in the garden of NO.14. Their construction would
have presumably necessitated the rebuilding or consolidation of wall ]269 to enable it to carry out a
load-bearing function. Ordnance survey maps show that one of the buildings had been demolished by
1883, only to be rebuilt again by ]9]8 (Figs.6-8)

A sequence of mixed soil deposits, containing varying quantities of post-demolition debris
(sandstone rubble, crushed brick and white lime mortar), glass slag, raw and spent coal post-dated the
construction of the original masonry wall at the base of I 189. Further dump deposits (1183-] 184,] 188,
] 194-1]95 & 1198) consisting of dark brown clayey silt, frequent raw coal, ash, cinders, mortar,
ceramic tile and brick with lenses of mortar and re-deposited clay abutted the later phases of the wall.
These were primarily 18th-century in date. The clay dumps may have been generated by nearby
extractive processes shown on Rocque's map of 1742 (Fig.3). The remains of two truncated buried soil
horizons (1197 & 1193) were also recorded in section. The former, which may have represented a
flood deposit, contained pottery no earlier than ]780 in date. The uppermost level of archaeological
activity preserved in situ was represented by a 19th-century garden soil (118]). A contemporary path
(1245), comprising stone slabs of varying size edged with smaller upright slabs, lay on the surface of
this deposit.

The remains of a brick retaining wall (1202), incorporating what was thought to be a set of
steps, abutted wall 1189 at right angles. The brickwork was bonded with greyish-white lime mortar.
This structure appeared to pre-date layer ]181 and may have been connected with a walled off area
shown at the back of the garden on Ashmead's map ofc.1854 (Fig.5).

At the opposite end of the garden, a layer of red tiles (832) edged with brick and stone blocks
(833) was partly exposed in situ within the excavation area. During the watching brief, wall 833 was
shown to be flush with the rear exterior wall of the main house, which was constructed from Pennant
sandstone and grey ash mortar. The tiled surface was interpreted as a patio area to the rear of the
property. It was contemporaneous with path 1245, which provided access to garden 1181.

A J9th-century cistern or cess tank (1241) was located beneath surface 832. This rectangular
vaulted structure, which measured 2.6m x 1.8m externally, was constructed from red bricks bonded
with grey ash mortar. A circular inspection hole was noted in the top of the tank, and a thin metal pipe
running up one side was used to either fill or pump out its interior.

No.I2 (Areas 27,29 and 30) Figs.10 & 11; Plates 1, 4 & 5

Masonry features 966, 967 & 1006/1 008, located in Area 29, represented the earliest phase of building
activity recorded along the western periphery of the site. Structure 966, a 0.5m thick wall footing
orientated east-west, extended beyond the excavation area in the direction of the pre-20th century
street frontage. The eastern end of this wall formed a right-angled return with 1006/1008, a standing
exterior wall (Fig.8) over a metre thick and 2.3m high. The scar of a wall running parallel to structure
966 could be seen at the opposite end of walll 006/1 008. The stub of an unmortared wall foundation
(967), located at the base of 1006/1008 and projecting into the building, was also preserved in-situ,
although its function was not entirely clear. All of these structures, which were built of Lias limestone
rubble bonded with grey mortar, appeared to be contemporaneous with, or post-dated a soil horizon
(I i37/1146) consisting of dark greyish brown, coal-flecked silt. This deposit, thought to be a buried
topsoil or occupation layer overlying re-deposited alluvium (]139/1147), contained abundant
quantities of clay pipe fragments, animal bone, glass waste, glass and oyster shells. Pottery sherds
dated layer 1137/1146 securely to the period 1720-1760.

Walls 966, 967 and 1006/1008 appeared to form part of, or define an 18th-century structure,
which may conceivably have extended beyond the property footprint shown on maps dating from 1828
onwards. Certainly, up until the later part of the 19th century, wall] 006/1 008 was shown joining up
with wall 819, which separated Nos. 12 & 11 Bedminster Parade. The substantial dimensions of wall
1006/1 008 indicated that it had a load-bearing function. The exposed external faces of the wall had
also been protected with a grey render.
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By 1882, wall 966 had been demolished and replaced by a brick wall (824). A gap between
824 and 1006 was interpreted as a doorway providing access to Area 30, which contained a small yard.
Both the interior of the building (875) and the yard (820) were surfaced with brick. At the same time, a
doorway (1007) in wall 1006/1008 was blocked up. A small brick structure (826) located in the right
angle of walls 827 and 100611 008 effectively removed the wall running parallel to 966. Much of this
brick structure had been demolished, preventing an accurate assessment of its character and function.

All of the above activity had altered what was a small cellar or sunken room located below
street level. The front wall of this subterranean chamber, which contained a doorway, formed part of
the north-western boundary of the excavation area. The internal face of the wall was heavily plastered,
so was not available for close inspection. A low rectangular brick platform surfaced with concrete
(829) was located at the base of the wall.

Ceramic pipes (1142 & 908), located both inside and outside the building, provided 19th
century or later drainage facilities and/or a water supply for the property. Pipe 1142 ran the whole
length of the garden, servicing a masonry and brick structure (1162) of indeterminate function.

A cess-tank or cistern (1242), also of 19th-century construction, abutted the external face of
wall 100611 008. It was c. 2m wide with a vaulted roof. The sides of the tank were constructed from
light coloured sandstone bonded with grey ash mortar. This tank, which was hidden from view by
brick paving, replaced an earlier water tank or cess-pit (1070), which was located at the bottom end of
the garden. This 18th-century structure, which was built of sandstone bonded with a beige mortar,
went out of use after the garden as a whole was truncated by the insertion of a property on Boot Lane
(Areas 19 & 24).

Wall 1244, which was constructed from light coloured Pennant sandstone rubble, brick and
grey ash mortar, was all that remained of an extension shown on the OS map of 1883.

A sondage was excavated across the width of the garden of No. 12 (Area 27). At the base of
the northwest-facing section, the natural alluvium (J 125) was sealed by layer 1113, a mixture of re
deposited alluvium and occupation debris (including charcoal, brick, bone, glass cullet and clay pipe
fragments). This material appeared to have been brought onto the site either to raise the ground surface
above inundation level or to serve as a bedding deposit for cultivation purposes (or possibly both).
Pottery recovered from 1113 dated to the period 1720-1760. Deposit 1071, which was similar in
character to 1113, contained pottery dating from the same period.

Deposit 1073, which filled a shallow depression in the surface of layers 1113 and 1071, was
interpreted as the clay packed foundations of a cambered path. The path itself, which appeared to have
been re-surfaced, was composed of white and buff mortar (1072 & 1098) resting on re-deposited soil
or clinker (1100 and 1099). Ceramic evidence dated the base of the path to the 18th century. A stone
drain constructed from Pennant rubble and grey-brown mortar ran beneath the path on an east-west
orientation. Another segment of this drain was observed in Area 29.

Layer 1093, a levelling deposit of alluvial clay, small stones and brick fragments, separated
1113 from another 18th-century dump deposit, 1094. This layer was similar in character to 1113, but
contained greater quantities of charcoal and brick fragments.

The deposits just described appeared to date from the period covered by Rocque's plan of 1742
(Fig.3), although it was not possible to clearly identify, in terms of character and dating evidence, the
buried soil horizon (1137/1146) recorded in Area 29. Walls 819 & 827, and the layers separating them,
formed part of the gradual segmentation of the open ground to the rear of Bedminster Parade into the
long narrow gardens first depicted on Plumley & Ashmead's map of 1828 (Fig.4).

Layers 1095, 1161-1165 & 1151-2 marked soil cultivation and garden development dating
from post 1780 and appear to have represented re-working of the soil over successive generations.
Dump deposits 1074 and 1094, were interpreted as material laid down to raise the ground level and
bed the base of the garden. A mortar and gravel path (1166), resurfaced several times, followed the
line of its predecessor (1073 etc.). Layer 1151, located at the top of the stratigraphic sequence, was
noticeably coarser in texture than the underlying soils, with a significantly higher loam content.

A 19th-century cistem/cess tank (1157), in tandem with drains 1159 and 1091, disturbed much
of the archaeological stratigraphy adjacent to wall 819.
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No.ll (Areas 31 & 17) Fig.2; Plates 1,4 & 5

Wall 845 marked the rear exterior wall of this properly. A small square stone structure formed by
internally rendered walls 838 & 840 abutted the outer face of the wall. The function of this structure
was unclear, although it may have possibly contained a cistern for collecting rainwater. The bonding
material used in the masonry was a firm greyish-white dark flecked mortar, which appeared to be 19th
century in date. Map-based evidence dates the construction of walls 838, 840 & 845 to the latter half
of that century.

The floor surface exposed in situ at the back of the building comprised polygonal light grey
Pennant sandstone slabs (847). Removal of the slabs exposed a wall, which although truncated by a
network of pipes, appeared to form a right-angled return with wall 845. A brick and stone-built
structure placed against wall 805 housed a cast iron pot or "copper" used for boiling water. Adjacent to
it was a low rectangular tank or trough (846) made out of ceramic blocks cemented together. The base
of this structure, which was located below floor level, was made of concrete. The internal face of wall
805 was covered with lime plaster laid on top of grey ash mortar.

Three phases of cultivation were identified in the rear garden of No. II (Area 17). The earliest
layer in this sequence (873), which was laid down in the 18th century, post-dated the construction of
wall 819. The remains of a robbed-out well (1131) appeared to be contemporaneous with this deposit.
Layer 877, which sealed both 873 and 1131, represented the next, somewhat truncated, phase of soil
development. It did not, however, produce any dating evidence. The uppermost layer of garden soil
(818), which like the majority of the soils recorded in this part of the site, was fairly loose, friable and
silly in texture, contained re-deposited alluvial clay, charcoal, shell and lime fragments. It was also the
same thickness (c.OAm) as 873. Pottery sherds recovered during the excavation of 818 dated its
deposition to sometime after 1780.

Layer 818 was entirely paved over with red tiles, cross-hatched black bricks and concrete
(806, 808 & 1239). This was evidence that in its latest, 20th-century incarnation, the garden had been
converted into a back yard, most of which, according to contemporary cartographic sources, was filled
with ancillary structures. The yard was also, by this stage, either due to the build-up of underlying
gardens or cellaring at the back of the main building, elevated above the floor level recorded in Area
31. As such, it was accessed by a set of steps.

No. 10 (Area 18) Fig.13; Plates 3,4 & 5

A sondage excavated between the garden walls (805 & 1272) of this property registered a similar
chronology to that recorded to the rear ofNo.l!. The natural alluvium was recorded as layer 1066. The
remains of a buried 18th-century soil horizon (1037) represented the earliest evidence for cultivation.
The bedding deposit for this layer (1043) was similar in character to layers 1137 and 873 recorded in
Nos. II & 12 respectively). Suspected paths (1042, 1041 & 1039) were found in association with both
layers. A later phase of ground make-up activity (1036) and garden development (953) was dated
ceramically to post 1780. Layer 953 was comparable to layer 877 in Area 17. Wall 1316 formed the
exterior wall of a building shown at the back of the garden on the 1883 OS map. A brick and Pennant
slab surfaced area (937-939) was partially preserved in-situ adjacent to the boundary of the excavation
area. A filled in doorway or gate was recorded in the rear wall of the garden (1271)

No.9 (Area 35) Plates 4 & 5

As stated above, the construction of a basement at the turn of the 20th-century severely truncated
garden walls 1272 & 1273 and removed the archaeological stratigraphy located to the rear of this
property. The removal of the concrete floor of the basement exposed the natural alluvium c. lAm
below the top of the walls.

No.8 (Area 36) Figs.12 & 14; Plates 5 & 6

A thick horizon of buried topsoil or cultivation soil (1101), similar in character to layer 1037 (see
description for No.lO) was recorded above the alluvium in Area 36. Pottery recovered from this
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deposit dated no earlier than 1760. Overlying it was a sequence of ground make-up and levelling
deposits (890-898) containing varying quantities of spent coal, charcoal, lime and gravel. Both the soil
horizon and dump deposits abutted wall 1275, which was constructed from randomly coursed Pennant
rubble set into a pinkish-white/white lime mortar. Wall 1275 continued to the south-east as wall 942,
which formed the north-eastern boundary of Area 20. This stretch of wall was bonded with a softer
greyer mortar.

Squire's Court (Areas 10-12, 15 & 16) Figs.2, 12, 15-18; Plates 5, 7-9

In Area 16, two contiguous masonry features were recorded just above the alluvial clay. These
structures (951 & 952), interpreted as a square stone base and truncated wall segment respectively,
were constructed from light grey sandstone rubble bonded with a buff coloured, white lime-flecked
mortar. A contemporary soil horizon (1082) was located to the west of these structures and a
demolition layer of rubble, clay and mortar (887), possibly filling the interior of a former building, was
preserved in situ to the east. No artefactual evidence was available to date either of the two deposits,
but the mortar used in 951 and 952 did appear to be 18th-century in character.

A wall stub (1105), projecting from the west facing section, appeared to be contemporaneous,
stratigraphically, with 951 and 952, although its constituent stonework was bonded with clay not
mortar. Demolition rubble and clay (887) filled what appeared to be the interior of the building.

Soil layer 1082 appeared to extend as far as the northern end of Squire's Court (Area 15)
where it was given context number 1172. A stratigraphically later deposit of similar material (1177)
also contained 18th-century dating evidence.

A 7m length of wall (1293), truncated at one end, was preserved in situ 0.7m below Squire's
Court in Areas 11 & 12. It was constructed from grey Pennant sandstone rubble bonded with buff
coloured and light grey coal-flecked mortar. The structure, which was OAm wide, was only faced on
the southern side, suggesting that it may have been a retaining wall. The relative isolation and unusual
east-west orientation of wall 1293 precluded an accurate assessment of its relationship to other 18th
century structures on the site.

Plumley and Ashmead's plan of 1828 (Fig.4) was the first to show an enclosed court behind
Boot Lane. This was first given the name Squire's Court on Ashmead's map of c.1854. IThe excavation
showed that the court and the foundations of the dwellings either side of it, were still preserved in-situ.
The rectangular stone setts forming the surface of the court (Area 13) were set into a cdncreted cream
and brownish-white coloured lime mortar laid on top of a Im thick landfill deposit (1058). This
landfill material was made up of loose sand, re-deposited alluvial clay, sandstone rubble, fragmented
brick, buff/grey mortar and charcoal. Pottery recovered from beneath and amongst the stone setts dated
the construction of the court to no earlier than 1780. I

Kerbed pavements (Areas 12 & 14), composed of contiguous rectangular stone slabs,
separated the court froin the dwellings on either side. On the eastern side of the court, two houses were
built up against the rear exterior wall of a large L-shaped building shown on Plumley' & Ashmead's
map of 1828 (Fig.4). The walls of these two buildings were constructed from randomly coursed

I
grey/brown Pennant Sandstone set into a firm greyish-white dark flecked mortar. The structure
occupying Area 10 was slightly larger than its neighbour in terms of both floor ar~a (c. 13m2 as
opposed to c.IOm2

) and wall thickness, indicating that it was a more substantial, higher building.
During the watching brief, the dividing wall between Areas 10 and I1 (1296) was exposed to a depth
of Im below the level of the Court. The offset footings at the base of the wall rested upon the natural
alluvium. The interiors of the two buildings were floored with similar, if somewhat smaller, Pennant
slabs to the ones outside. The only surviving internal feature was the base of a small brick structure
located in the right-angle of walls 1283 and 1294. The walls of the building in Area 10 were internally
plastered. The opening for the doorway to the Area 10 dwelling was visible in the centre of wall 1297.

Removal of the floor slabs in Area 1I exposed a buried wall (1286) located ju$t to the south
of, and running parallel with, wall 1294. Two further walls (1299 & 1300) projected from wall 1286 at
right angles. All three structures were well faced, consolidated and rendered, indicating that they
formed part of a subterranean structure, albeit of indeterminate function (interpretation v/as made more
difficult by the fact that there appeared to be a horizon of garden soil between the walls). Whereas
wall 1286 was built of grey Pennant sandstone rubble and brick set into a typically l8th1century beige,
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mortar, the walls perpendicular to it were bonded with a grey ash mortar more characteristic of the
19th century. Pottery recovered from beneath the slabs was certainly of that date. The walls were
preserved to a height of 1.2m above the alluvium. ,

The building range on the western side of Squire's Court comprised four almost identical,
structures, interpreted as artisan dwellings. Narrow brick walls covered in plaster (1301, 1302 & 1303)
separated these properties from each other. The south-western end of the terrace was marked by wall
1084. Each house occupied an area of c. 14 square metres with a single ground floor room containing a
fireplace (1305, 1306) and stairwell (1304, 1307 & 1308). These internal features were built of brick.
The floors (884, 1148 & 1309), as in the dwellings opposite, were composed of rectangt\1ar stone slabs
set into a creamy brown mortar. I

The ground level for the buildings on the western side of the court was made up 'to a maximum
height of I metre above the natural alluvium. The sondage excavated in Area 15 showed, in section,
landfill material (1044, 1045-1047, 1083,1077, 1120,1121,) comprising clearly defined 4eposits of re
deposited grey and buff coloured mortar, clay, stone rubble, bricks, heat affected soil, clinker and
spent coal (1120). The sondage In Area 16 exposed similar deposits (1149, 1J 67, 1168 &, 1190). The,
dumping activity seems to have occurred rapidly sometime after 1780. The quantity of material used
can probably be attributed to the waterlogged nature of the ground and a desire to raise the ground
level sufficiently to avoid further inundation. I.

A stone-built cistern or cess tank (11 06) with a vaulted brick roof was located beneath the
floor of one of the dwellings occupying Area 16. A 19th-century box drain (878) passed beneath the
other dwelling on a northwest-southeast orientation.

Hand excavation carried out on the other side of Squire's Court (Area 10) demonstrated, not
surprisingly, similar ground make-up activity to that undertaken beneath the cobbled ~ourt and the
building range opposite.
Two small brick structures (1322 & 1035) located at opposite ends of Squire's court were interpreted
as outside privies.

Boot LanelStillhouse Lane Fig.2; Plate 7

The stratigraphy recorded in this part of the site and beneath Squire's Court showed evidence of
landfilling or dumping activity similar to that seen elsewhere on the site. However, in this area of
densely packed buildings, garden soils were noticably absent. The sequence of archaeological events
was most coherent in Area 2 (Fig.20), which contained a series of shallow, clearly defined dump
deposits located above the natural alluvium. Included amongst this 18th-century material was glass
waste (1124) and re-deposited alluvial clay (1142). The layer of glass waste was quite extensive,
underlying the majority ofthe structures along these two street frontages.

This landfilling activity was post-dated by several phases of 18th-century building
construction. The following masonry features, constructed of uncoursed grey and reddish-brown
sandstone rubble set into a hard pinkish-brown lime-flecked mortar, were all that remained of the
earliest construction phase.

Wall 1132 extended 10m back from Boot Lane on a southwest-northeast orientation before
making a right-angled return in the direction of Bedminster Parade. The wall return, although
truncated, followed the same line as, and therefore may have been contemporaneous with wall 827
(Areas 26 & 27). Another wall (869) at right angles to Boot Lane was preserved in truncated form
within Area 2.

Structures 1282-1284 formed part of the exterior wall of a large L-shaped building first shown
on Plumley & Ashmead's map of 1828 (Fig.4). The original extent of wall 1284 and its relationship, if
any, with walls 1282 and 869 remains unclear. The building appears at one time to have housed tbe
pottery kiln described below.

Walls 1291, 1292 & 956 marked the second phase of structural development in the south
eastern corner of the site. Tbey used the same brownish-yellow mortar as, and were therefore tbought
to be contemporaneous with, structures 100/108,966,967 (Area 29) and 951 & 952 (Area 16).

Wall 1291 abutted wall 1284 at right angles to form a roughly square-shaped structure (Area
8) attached to the large L-shaped building referred to above. The original floor of this room or
chamber was composed of polygonal Pennant slabs set into a typically 18th-century buff coloured
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mortar (Plate 10). A floor of cemented lime and grey ash mortar eventually superseded this stone
surface.

An L-shaped segment of walling (956) was preserved in-situ beneath the base of the pottery
kiln described in the next paragraph. Its full extent and character was not established during the
excavation, although the watching brief determined that it turned again at right-angles towards Boot
Lane. It is also a possibility that the other end of the wall joined up with wall 1291.

Area 9 contained the partly demolished substructure of the Boot Lane pottery kiln ( Fig.19)
which, according to documentary evidence was in operation from the 1780's until 1851. The circular,
slightly domed base of the kiln (899) was constructed from a single layer of brick 0.06m thick and
2.9m in diameter. This structure rested upon a c.0.25m thick bedding layer of fragmented stone, brick
and buff coloured mortar (957), which, in turn, sealed a deposit of glass waste (1171). The latter
material, which dated ceramically to the late 17thI18th-century, abutted both sides of wall 956. The
0.8m thick outer kiln wall (901), truncated by wall 903/904, was built of randomly coursed Pennant
sandstone rubble and brick bonded with a firm greyish-white lime-flecked mortar. The inner lining of
the wall, which formed the circular kiln chamber, was composed entirely of firebrick. Some of the
bricks betrayed evidence of the intense heat used in the firing process. Three of the four vaulted
fireboxes used to stoke the kiln were partly preserved in situ (802, 803 & 909). The fourth had been
completely removed by the insertion of structure 804. Each firebox was 0.35m wide and 0.42m in
height. A metal bar located at the entrance of firebox 802 presumably formed part of a grate. The floor
of the kiln, which would have supported kiln furniture and the pots intended for firing, was missing,
although a shelf in the kiln chamber wall level with the fireboxes indicated its former position.

Plumley & Ashmead's map of 1828 (Fig.4) does not show the pottery kiln, which indicates
that, by that stage, if not from its initial construction in the 1780's, the kiln was enclosed within a
building. The western side of the kiln shed may have used an existing wall, such as 1132. The
northern side of the structure appeared to be defined by wall 1055, which contained a bricked up
opening at its south-eastern end. The eastern side of the building was not located.

The 1883 Ordnance Survey map (Fig.6) shows considerable re-development in the south
eastern corner of the site once the pottery kiln had gone out of use in the 1850's. This state of affairs
was reflected in the archaeological evidence. The kiln itself was truncated by wall 903/904, which was
crudely constructed from rubble bonded with a dark greyish-brown mortar. Wall 903/904 abutted wall
1132, which was consolidated by the erection of wall 926. The eastern kiln shed wall was also
reinforced to create this new building, which formed one of a terrace of three small dwellings located
at the south-eastern of Boot Lane. Wall 949 was attached to the back of this dwelling to form part of a
rear extension but its relationship with surrounding structures, and function remain unclear. Walls
1010 and 1312, which were constructed from Pennant sandstone rubble bonded with greyish-brown
coal-flecked mortar, defined the middle dwelling. The rear wall of the end of terrace dwelling was
preserved as structure 1311. This structure abutted wall 1010, but appeared to belong to the same
construction phase.

During the same period, a brick-built extension (Area 24) and rear garden (Area 19) were
added to a building located on the north-western side of the pottery kiln, This activity encroached upon
the gardens attached to Nos. I1 & 12 Bedminster Parade The building extension, defined by walls
1247 and 1251, was filled with demolition rubble and mortar, although the brick foundations (1248) of
an internal structure (possibly a fireplace or oven) were still extant. The brick and stone remains (988)
of an outbuilding shown on the J882 Ordnance Survey map were also preserved in the north-western
corner ofthe garden. An outside privy (986), serviced by pipe 987, was located in the opposite corner.
Both structures and the sewage pipe were contemporaneous with, or post-dated layer 989, a clayey soil
matrix containing loose mortar, rubble and animal bone. This deposit, presumably a ground make-up
or bedding layer for a garden soil or yard surface, contained pottery dating no earlier than 1835.

Structures 1085, 1254 & 1256-1258 in Areas 21 & 23 represented additional late 19th-century
re-development along Boot Lane. The character of this building activity could not be defined,
however, without further excavation.
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Stillhouse Lane Fig.2; Plate 7

Walls 876,1009,999 and 991 lay within the interior of the large L-shaped building shown on Plumley
& Ashmead's map of 1828 (Areas 3-7). They were constructed from Pennant sandstone bonded with a
firm grey coal-flecked mortar, which suggested a contemporaneity with the construction of Squire's
Court and the Boot Lane pottery kiln. However, the recovery of pottery sherds from a layer of glass
waste (1124) underlying wall 991 dated the construction ofthe walls as late as the mid-19th-century.
This interpretation is perhaps reinforced by the correlation of the structures to masonry features
unrecorded cartographically until the OS maps of the 1880's (Figs.6 & 7).

A sondage excavated on the north-eastern side of wall 942 (Area 37) exposed a sequence of
shallow ground make-up deposits dating from the period 1720-1780. One of these deposits (961), a
layer of reddish-brown sandy loam containing fragments of brick, glass, creamy mortar and charcoal,
was also observed in Area 36 above (as 898) and Area 38 below (as 1026). There was a significant
percentage of residual industrial waste in the remaining deposits. Any associated or later garden soils
were truncated by the construction of a modern garage floored with concrete and brick. During the
watching brief, the base of wall 942, was shown to have been bonded with a buff coloured mortar.
This evidence suggested that it may have had 18th-century foundations and been built up, like other
walls on the site, during the 19th century.

The northernmost sondage excavated on the site (Area 38) did, however, reveal two possible
cultivation horizons (1022 & 1025) bedded on ground make-up deposits 1023 & 1026 respectively
(Fig.20). Layer 1025 was comparable to 893/913 in Area 36. Layer 1026, which contained glass and
clinker, appeared to be similar to deposit 961 in Area 37. All of the above mentioned deposits dated
ceramically from the period 1720-1760.

As explained above, wall 1276, which had previously been exposed in-situ during the 2001
evaluation, was constructed in two phases. This reflected map evidence, which shows Area 38 as a
garden in 1828, and by the end of the 19th century an entirely built up site given over to commercial
and industrial use. The lower part of the wall comprised roughly hewn and coursed Pennant sandstone
rubble bonded with brownish-yellow and greyish-white lime mortar. The uppermost courses were
abutted by layer 127, a garden soil containing pottery dating from the period 1720-1760. The second
phase of wall, which ran directly along on top of the first, was wider than its predecessor and formed a
slight overhang. The bonding material used in its construction was a greyish-brown soft coal flecked
mortar. A mixture of re-deposited garden soil and ground levelling material (1018-1021) dating from
the 19th century was found in association with this wall, as was a granite sett surface (1288) and a
stone slab floor. The latest building activity represented in Area 38 was a large concrete (1016) and
brick (1319) structure, which on the 20th century revision of Goad's 1880's plan (Fig.S) is shown as a
warehouse, showroom and workshop.

Two drains running parallel to each other on a northwest-southeast orientation were also
recorded in Area 38. One was a stone-lined gout drain, the other a ceramic pipe.

Wall 1277 marked the boundary between areas Area 38 & 39. It was constructed from
uncoursed Pennant rubble bonded with a dark greyish-brown mortar. The south-western face of the
wall was faced with grey plaster washed with lime.

Area 20 Fig.2

A large, steep-sided feature (1221), over 3m deep, was recorded in this part of the site during the post
excavation watching brief. The single fill of this feature (1222) contained organic material, re
deposited alluvium and 18th-century pottery. The extent and depth of the feature, combined with the
dating evidence, suggested that it may have represented one of the clay extraction pits shown on
Rocque's plan of 1742 (Fig.3; Plate 11).

Overlying this feature, and the brownish-yellow redox alluvium, was a series of shallow dump
deposits dating to the period 1760-1800 (Fig.22). One of the earlier layers in this sequence (1214)
contained significant quantities of kiln waste, presumably derived from the nearby pottery. Layer 1213
comprised red and black ash, cinders and spent coal. The uppermost deposit (1212) was a mixture of
grey clay, silt and lime mortar.
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The landfill deposits were heavily truncated by 19th-century drainage channels, pipe trenches and
stone-gout drains. Surviving building remains were confined to a truncated Pennant rubble, ash
mortared wall (1279), orientated south-west/north-east. This appeared to form part of a
commercial/light industrial building complex first shown to the north of Squire's Court on Ashmead's
map of the 1850's. A brick wall (1320) ran off this wall at right angles.

The heavily truncated remains of a herringbone-patterned brick and Pennant slab surface
(1321) abutted the north-eastern face of wall 805. It sealed the infill material described above and was
therefore laid down from 1800 onwards.

The remains of a granite sett surface abutted the north-eastern side of wall 1282. Map
evidence indicates that this provided access from Stillhouse Lane to a commercial/light industrial
building complex that occupied Areas 20 & 33 from the mid-19th century onwards. Few traces of
these buildings survived.

Area 33 Fig.2

This part of the site was occupied by the footprint of a brick building attached to the south-western
face of wall 942. There is an outbuilding at this location on Plumley & Ashmead's map of 1828
(Fig.4), although the character of the exterior walls (1278 & 1281) indicated that it may have been a
replacement structure oflater date.
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PART Ill: THE BUILDINGS

Bedminster Parade and Boot Lane in the Eighteenth Century, by Or Roger H Leech

Introduction

The excavations and subsequent research raised questions, which demanded a more systematic
examination of the eighteenth-century sources relating to that part of the development site which was
examined in detail. The excavations revealed parts of eight separate tenement plots fronting
Bedminster Parade, an4 a further four properties fronting Boot Lane, one with a previously unknown
pottery kiln. The objective of this additional research has been to identify the chronology and tenurial
history ofthese separate properties (detailed references are given in the appended Tenement Histories.

In these additional notes the street numbers in use up to c.1888/9 have been retained, as used
in Part 11 above. In the appendix giving the details and sources for the individual tenement histories
the modem street numbers, allocated c.l888/9, have also been given. Title deeds for the properties in
Bedminster Parade, noted briefly for two properties in Part 11 above, have now been identified for most
of the properties, which fell within the excavated areas. It is important to note that in the Bristol
Record Office the properties are indexed by their modem post 1888/9 street numbers.

History

The southern part of the site fronting Bedminster Parade was in the early eighteenth century part of
Bow Close. Nos. 11-14 north of Boot Lane and the properties south of Boot Lane all fonned part of
Bow Close. Nos. 11-14 were constructed on land sold for building in 1725. Nos.15-17 were
constructed on land sold for building in 1726, and were completed by 1731 (for references to deeds see
Tenement Histories).

North of Bow Close was St George's Mead. NosA-IO were built here from the 1720s onwards. NosA
7 appear to have been bhilt in the 1720s, at the same time as the first houses in Bow Close were being
built. At the south end of the close building did not commence until the 1760s, with the building of
nos. 9-10 by Henry and Samuel Hobbs.

From the 1730s to the 1760s there was thus a gap between the houses built in Bow Close and
those in St George's Mead. This is shown clearly on Rocque's map of 1742 (Fig.3), but not on de
Wilstar's map of 1745; from the evidence of the title deeds de Wilstar's map is very inaccurate. The
gap between the houses of Bow Close and those further to the north in St George's Mead is shown
most clearly on the undated map of the manor of Bedminster prepared for Sir Henry GrevilIe Smythe
(ACIPL 92). This map shows the houses to the north and south of Boot Lane, and must therefore be of
1731 or later. Since it shows the unbuilt gap between Bow Close and St George's Mead; this map
cannot be later than 1766, by which date nos. 9 and 10 Bedminster Parade had been completed.

The evidence for the development of Boot Lane is more problematic. The deeds of the 1720s
indicate that it was part of the planned development of Bow Close. On the south side nos. 3-8 were
evidently built between 1779 and 1793. The construction date for the properties on the north side has
not been established. It is unfortunate that the title deeds for no.34 (BRa 13812(1-31)), including
probably the properties in Boot Lane, are no longer in the Bristol Record Office and that none of the
eighteenth-century maps show the kiln. The deeds may yet be discovered with the present owners.

These title deeds could be of especial interest, since they include the property on which a
pottery kiln was built. Immediately opposite this property, on the south side of Boot Lane, was the
property owned by Nathaniel Ireson of Wincanton, the owner of the Wincanton delft and red ware
pottery. Ireson's presenpe in mid eighteenth-century Bedminster was not previously even suspected
and raises the strong possibility that !reson was associated with the pottery on the north side of Boot
Lane - and that some of the dates accorded in the report above should be reviewed. There may also be
a need to look more closely at the recorded pottery and any Wincanton parallels. Studies of delftwares
have noted the possible links between the Bristol and Wincanton products (for example Archer
1997:68, 132, 140-1). Ireson's tenure of the Bedminster properties coincides with the date range
attributed to the Wincanton pottery.
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Overall the evidence now available for the different properties in Bedminster Parade indicates
a variety of trades, in the eighteenth century as follows:

no 8: chairmaking, wines and spirits

no.9: pinmaker, merchant, widow, farrier

no.l0: mariner, farrier

no.11: gentleman

no.12: sadler

no.13: gardener

no,14: shopkeeper

Tenement Histories for Bedminster Parade

SI George'5 Mead (later nos. 2-10 Bedminster Parade)

De Wilstar's plan of 1745 shows part of St George's Mead as still largely undeveloped. To the south
land shown as built up and of 'Mr Stevens' was also part of St George's Mead, sold in 1722 by Henry
Young of Stoke Damerell, Devon, gent., to Edward Durbin of Bristol, chemist. De Wilstar's plan
shows that Durbin also held land to the north and east of St George's Mead, the latter shown as 'Mr
Durben's Brickyard' and with 'brick hatches' (16887; 04479(1) foI.l5).

No. 3 (later no. 12)

In 1724 this was the plot 32 ft wide by 176 ft deep, part of St George's Mead, abutting a plot of
Thomas Gillard limeburner on the SW, granted by Edward Durbin chemist to Thomas Parsons
carpenter (16064(1-67)).

No. 4 (later No.14)

In 1724 this was the tenement ofThomas GiIlard limeburner (abuttals from no. 3).

No. 5 (later no. 16)

In 1724 this was the plot 17 ft wide, part of St George's Mead, abutting a plot of Thomas Parsons on
the SW, a plot of Thomas Gillard limeburner on the NE, granted by Edward Durbin chemist to
Elizabeth Saunders (18371).

No. 6 (later no. 18)

In May 1725 this was the plot 32 ft wide by 176 ft deep, part of St George's Mead, granted by Edward
Durbin chemist to Elizabeth Saunders, with a covenant to build by March J726 two dwelling houses,
with sash windows in the front, without modillions or cornices but the walls to be carried up to the
eaves, 'after the method now used in London and Westminster' (J 7091).

I
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No. 8 (later no. 22)

By 1765 this was the tenement and garden of George Tudway (abuttals from nos. 9-10).
In 1773 this was the tenement now of --- Webb chairmaker, 16ft wide with the plot behind,

bounded on the N by th~ tenement of William Cooper, on the S by that of Henry Gresley, on the W by
Bedminster Causeway and on the E by the lane, now granted by Henry Durbin chemist to Mr George
Child of Bedminster mariner and Bennett Stevenson gent., sold by Ann Child to Samuel Lowerby in
1786, by then and for many years before a wine and spirits shop and now known as the Rummer, no. 8
on Bedminster Causeway (17089(1-4».

Nos. 9 and 10 (later nos..24-26)

In 1765 this was the plot 30 ft wide and 173 ft deep, formerly part of St George's Mead, bounded on
the NE by a tenement and garden of George Tudway, on the SW by a tenement and garden of Michael
Miller, on the SE by the brickyard of Joseph Thomas, granted by Henry Durbin chemist to Samuel and
James Hobbs masons, with covenants for b~ilding two houses. The houses had been built by August
1766, being sold by Samuel and James Hobbs to George Child and Ann his wife in 1772 (16887).

No. 9 (later no. 24)

In 1775 this was the house of Henry Grisley, merchant (Sketchley 1775). By 1786 no.24 was the
tenement now known as no. 9 on Bedminster Causeway, sometime in the occupation of William
Bishop pinmaker, after of Henry Gresley, then of Sarah Hazell widow, now of John Dunsford farrier,
now conveyed by Ann Child to Samuel Lowerby, a plan of the property endorsed on the deed
(17089(4».

No. 10 (later no. 26)

In 1775 this was the house of Capt. William Williams (Sketchley 1775). By 1786 no.26 was the
tenement now known as no. lOon Bedminster Causeway, formerly of Joseph Windsor, after of Robert
Gloucester, now of CharleS Fryer farrier, now conveyed by Ann Child to Samuel Lowerby, a plan of
the property endorsed on the deed (17089(4».

Bow Close, nos. 11-14 and extending south ofBoot Lane

Nos. 11-14 (later nos. 28-34)

In 1725 this was the plot 65 ft wide and 173 ft deep, formerly part of Bow Close, granted by Philip
Jones hooper to Edward Anneley house carpenter. Later deeds and maps see nos.ll-14 below) show
that the plot was divided into four plots, upon which four houses were built. By the 1780s or earlier,
probably as first laid out, these plots extended back only c.l 04 ft, the plot behind becoming nos. 1-2
Boot Lane and Squire's Court (16185,15706).

Nos. 11-12 (later nos. 28-30)

By 1768 these were the two tenements with a malthouse adjoining, formerly part of Bow Close, and
built upon a plot 65 feet wide, bounded on the NW with the street, on the SE with a lane, on the NE
with ground of William Durbin chemist, on the SW with part of Bow Close, both now sold by Michael
Miller merchant to Richard Pook of Frampton Cottrell and Nathaniel Windey, gentlemen. The
tenement with the malthouse adjoining was then late of Thomas Bonville, after of Edward Gillam and
now of --- Leonard, the othef'late of John Burgess and William Miles, after of Zachary Langford and
now of --- (15706).
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No. 11 (later no. 28)

In i775 this was the house of Richard Pook (Sketchley 1775). In April 1786 Pook sold the part of nos.
11-12 bounded by the house of Richard Squire gent. on the S, by that of Ann Child on the N, and by
the large malthouse of Richard Pook on the E, to Miss PhiJIis Hardcastle (15706(3)).

No. 12 (later no. 30)

In 1775 this was the house of Thomas Hazle (Sketchley 1775). In March 1786 Pook sold the south
part of nos. 11-12, 16 ft wide and 104 ft in depth, to John Squire sadler and John Windey gent.
(15706(3)).

No. 13 (later no. 32)

By 1803 this was one of two tenements, now sold by John Cannington of Nailsea, heir of Richard
Cannington gent. deed., to John Perrott gardener, sometime of Thomas Bonville.

No. 14 (later no. 34)

In 1775 this was the house of Richard Salter, shop-keeper (Sketchley 1775).

Boot Lane intersects, in existence by 1726 (see nos.36-40 below)

Nos. 15-17 (later nos. 36-40)

In 1726 this was the plot 65 ft wide and 173 ft in length, bounded by streets on all sides except the
SW, granted by Phi lip Jones of Bristol hooper to John Plimmer of Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire,
mercer, with covenants to build. By 1731 three houses had been built, now mortgaged to Margaret
Haythorne, in 1734 conveyed by Plirnmer to Nathaniel Ireson of Wincanton [the potter], devised by
Ireson in his will of 1765 to his widow Nancy, in 1779 conveyed by his daughter and others to Mary
Partridge widow.

Tenement Histories for Boot Lane

Nos. 3-8

These were the six houses built behind nos.36-40 Bedrninster Parade between 1779 and 1793, in 1793
lately built by Mrs Ann Child, not mentioned in an earlier deed of 1779(16163(1)).

The Kiln and the Pott House, by Oliver Kent

The kiln and associated structures excavated at Squire's Court represent the remains of a fairly typical
small light-industrial pottery of the period. Excavated or surviving parallels are surprisingly rare and
the history of the technological development is relatively under explored.

The structure exca,vated represents just over half of the foundation and firebox levels of a four
firebox coal-fired updraught kiln and parts of the surrounding building. One firebox (909) survived
almost complete in the B09t Lane roadside section, a second (803) retained one of its iron firebars, the
third (904) had been cut through in building wall 1054 and the fourth destroyed by feature 804. These
grated fireboxes with deep ash-pits were designed for coal firing. The kiln had been demolished in or
around 1851 to ground level and substantial parts of the base retained as foundations for subsequent
buildings. The exposure of the lime mortared stone foundations and the presence of a small part of
internal brickwork around one firebox (909) indicate that the interior had been stripped of its lining at
this time. The floor level found represents the lowest level of the under floor flue structures level with
the grates, the rest having been removed to a depth of at least six courses of bricks. The flue structure
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distributing heat from the fireboxes cannot be clearly identified but it is likely that the ware was
screened from the direct coal flame and that flues running under the floor and up the walls, extended
out from each of the firebox openings. The cross-shaped brick pattern on the base probably relates to
the layout of flues. The limited evidence provided by the waste products suggests that the ware was
packed in the kiln with little kiln furniture.

Some idea of the size and capacity of the ware chamber of the kiln can be derived from the
dimensions of the remaining structure. Taking the radius of the kiln from the centre to the inner face of
the remaining lining on the south side, the ware chamber can be estimated as 2.7 m wide. Comparison
with surviving similar kilns indicates that the internal height of the ware-chamber is likely to be equal
or slightly less than the diameter. Allowing for the missing parts of the floor and a domed vault this
would take the height of the main body of the kiln to c. 3m above the surviving base. This gives an
internal stacking capacity of c. 14 m3

, although bag walls and flues may have taken some of this space
up.

Such kilns belong to one of two main types and require a chimney of some kind to provide
draught. The structure within which the kiln was located and the map and pictorial evidencc can help
to establish the form of this. The kiln is located within the western arm of the L-shaped pottery
buildings shown on Ashmead's map. The building is defined by wall 1055 to the north and either 1132
or 926 to the west. The southern wall must lie under the section and bound Boot Lane. A blocked
doorway in the north wall suggests that Squires Court was built on land that the pottery had previously
had access to. The clay pit, which contained the wasters discussed above, is about 15m to the north.
The kiln is placed off centre to the west of the space with its fireboxes aligned at 45 degrees to the
centre line. This allows space for coal storage and firing access on the north and south sides and for the
kiln entrance, which would be between two of the fireboxes, to be aligned directly down the centre of
the building on the east side, immediately accessible from the main range of the pottery buildings.
The archaeology shows no clear picture of the relationship of this area to the rest of the pottery
buildings.

Coal bums with a relatively short flame and need a good supply of air to bum well. Coal-fired
kilns require a good draw to work efficiently. The placing of the kiln in a square structure might
suggest either an open yard or a building but not a round 'hovel'. Kilns built in hovels are cylindrical
with a shallow domes roof and rely on the draw provided by the conical hovel itself to pull the flame
through the kiln. The alternative system, sometimes called a bottle kiln because of its shape, is to build
a cone on top of the kiln itself to provide a draw. The design is especially practical for smaller kilns.
Its origins are uncertain but an early example is illustrated in Plot (1686). A lone surviving 18th
century example of such a kiln is provided by the Pottery in the Old Park at Dunster built in 1759
(Kent and Dawson, forthcoming). There are also a number of period drawings of porcelain kilns
(Young 1999, 15-28), which follow this design. Surviving 19th century examples of small kilns of this
type include those at the Winchcombe Pottery in Gloucestershire (late 18th century in origin but much
rebuilt), at the Weatheriggs Pottery in Cumbria and at the Broseley Pipe Works, Clay Tobacco Pipe
Museum in Shropshire.

The placing of these kilns in relation to the pottery varies. Some are free standing in a yard
(Broseley), others abut buildings (Dunster) and most commonly they are contained within a building
projecting through the roofline (Weatheriggs and Winchcombe). In the case of Bedminster, Ashmead s
map (Fig.S) makes it clear that the kiln is contained within a building but does not give any detail of
the roofline. A panoramic view by Thomas Rowbotham painted in 1829, shows the area of the pottery
buildings (Stoddard 2001, Fig.108) but does not show a projecting cone. Although precise
interpretation of the drawing is perhaps unwise, the presence of a taller range of buildings in the right
place might suggest that the main range of the pottery was two-storey and that the kiln range is
obscured behind it. A projecting cone need not have been particularly high. Surviving examples vary
considerably in their height to width ratio and there does not seen to be a common rule. The kiln at
Dunster was built in 1759 under the supervision of a potter called John Mogg from Bristol and is
therefore the closest model. The cone at Dunster is relatively shallow (c. 2m) and a period painting of
it in Dunster Castle shows it projecting only a fcw feet above the roof line of the associated building
and only a short distance above the eaves of the neighbouring two-storey potter's house.

Whilst the precise origins of this type of kiln in the latter part of the 17th century are uncertain,
it is clear that they became a popular type in the 18th and 19th centuries for small potteries especially
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those producing redwares. The pottery in Boot Lane is particularly interesting for representing the
urban component of this industry and, unusually, for retaining a small part of its business records.
Comparison with the pottery illustrated by Robert Plot and with Dunster and Winchcombe suggests a
picture of the L-shaped range of buildings. A main arm of two storeys accommodating domestic and
workshop spaces stood at right angles to Boot Lane on the corner of Stillhouse Lane, with a single
storey wing containing the kiln, and probably storage and drying areas. In its original form, open
ground to the rear allowed clay digging. The Day Book shows that by 1788 clay was being bought in.
The lime contamination of the wasters from the clay pit may relate to this apparent change of resource.
The made up nature of the ground to the north of the pottery is documented elsewhere in this report
and is also evidenced by the extensive presence of delftware and saltglaze waste from central Bristol.
This may well have contributed to quality problems. We should not see the quality of the wasters as a
direct indicator of the quality of the pottery s products. The pottery may have been as little as two
years old in 1788 and thus the pit and wasters belong to the earliest stage of its operation. It continued
as a successful business for at least another 60 years.
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PART IV: THE FINDS

The Pottery, by Rod Burchill

Introduction

The ceramic material was quantified by sherd count and weight. The fabrics were visually examined
using a hand lens (xIO) where necessary, and identified by comparison with the Bristol Pottery Type
Series (BPT). The full details of the Type Series (ponsford 1988, Ponsford 1998) and recently updated
and amended by the present writer is not described here.

The pottery consisted mostly of 18th century and later domestic wares; however, of particular
interest were examples of redware pottery waste probably representing the products of the pottery kiln
recorded during the excavation and known to have been operating between the mid 1780s and 185J.
The excavation also recovered fragments of saltglaze sagger and biscuit fired tin-glazed pottery waste.

The Assemblage

The ceramic assemblage comprised 2,524 sherds weighing n,451gms of which, 23 sherds (0.9%)
were residual medieval wares. Excluding the medieval wares, the pottery ranged in date from the
second half ofthe 18th to the mid 20th century.

Due to the lack of readily identifiable phasing across the site the report includes only a broad
discussion of the pottery by area as described by the excavator; however, pottery thought to be
associated with the kiln is discussed in more detail.

Properties Fronting Onto Bedminster Parade: Areas 29 & 30

Pottery was recovered frbm three contexts from beneath properties fronting onto Bedminster Parade
(920,1005 and 1146). The earliest material was recovered from context 1146, immediately overlying
the alluvium. Although containing pottery possibly dating from the late 17th century, the presence of
sherds of White Salt-glazed Stoneware (BPTI86) date the deposit between Ino and c.1780; however,
the absence of Creamware suggests that the deposition ofthis pottery probably occurred before 1760.

Pottery from context 1005, the fill of a pipe trench underlying floor slabs 817 is dated to after
1760 by the presence of Creamware (BPT326). The small size of this element of the assemblage (six
sherds) makes assigning an end date difficult; however, there are no transfer print wares (BPT278)
present so it is possible that the sealing of the trench occurred prior to c.1780. Pottery from context
920, the bedding for another layer of floor slabs, cannot be earlier than 1780 (BPT278).

Gardens to the rear oJBedminster Parade: Area 17

Pottery from the garden soils in Area 17 were all typical Bristol and Staffordshire wares of the 18th
and early 19th century. A single sherd of Tin-glazed Earthenware (BPT99) of Bristol origin was found
associated with a well (context 1131). The sherd probably dates to the early 18th century although a
late 17th-century date for the vessel is possible. Context I 127, which formed the bedding for a tiled
garden surface, contained sherds of locally made stoneware with the improved glaze that was used
from around 1835.

Two contexts, 818 and 1115, each contained a fragment of saltglaze sagger and context I 114
contained a fragment ofbiscuit fired tin-glaze base.

Area 18

Pottery from the garden s6i1s in Area 18 was similar to that found in Area 17. Late 17th-century
pottery along with residual medieval wares overlay the alluvium (contexts 1063 and 1064). Associated
with a path, context 1038, dated by the pottery to the later 18th or early 19th century, was a group of
redware some of which were overfired or otherwise of poor quality. It is likely that this material
represented waste from the adjacent pottery (see below).
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Area 26

Pottery was recovered from two samples taken from context 1181 (samples 14 and 16). This material
consisted of many tiny sherds most too small to identify with certainty. Tiny fragments of transfer
printed ware date the material to after 1780 at the earliest.

Area 27

Pottery from contexts in this area was generally similar to that found in the other garden soils. A
residual find in context 1071, a possible f1owerbed, was a single sherd from a Beauvais yellow glazed
bowl. Such vessels are not common in Bristol but a small number appear to have been imported as
trade goods or arrived as personal property between c.1500 and 1550. Also of interest in context 1113
were two fragments each of saltglaze sagger and biscuit fired tin-glaze waste.

Area 36

Pottery from this area differed little to that in the other garden areas, consisting entirely of 18th and
19th-century wares.

Beneath Dwellings in Squires Court: Areas 11, 15 and 16

Except for a single sherd from a medieval South-west French jug (BPTl57) and a sherd of late
medieval Malvernian redware (BPTI97) from context 1168 the pottery from these areas consisted
entirely of 18th and 19th century Bristol and Staffordshire wares. Found in context 1177 was a
fragment of sagger and from context 1168 came two sherds of redware waste, both rims.

Squires Court: Area 13

The earliest pottery recovered from within the Court itself were three sherds of late 17th-century date,
including a sherd of tin-glaze biscuit found in context 1102 described by the excavator as re-deposited
alluvium. Pottery found b~neath and amongst the stone sets of the street surface all dated to after 1780.
Context 1035, the base bf a brick structure at the southern end of the court adjacent to the kiln,

Iproduced mostly 18th-century pottery; however, the context must be dated by the presence of transfer-
print ware that cannot be e'arlier than 1780.

Area Immediately North ofSquires Court: Area 20

i
Pottery recovered from this area generally dated to the late 18th century. The absence of transfer
printed wares suggest that the material is unlikely to have been deposited much after 1780.

Recovered from tqe area immediately north of Squires Court was a dump of waste redware
pottery, almost certainly associated with the nearby kiln (context 1214). This material is discussed
more fully below. '

The North End ofthe Site: Areas 37 and 38
\

The pottery from this part bf the site differed little to that found elsewhere on the site, consisting of
•Bristol and Staffordshire wares of I8th- and 19th-century date.
I

\
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Deposits East and Northeast of the Kiln: Areas 2, 3, 5 and 7

!
Apart from typical 18th to 20th-century wares, these groups contained a number of fragments of waste
pottery: biscuit fired Itin-glaze waste having been recovered from three contexts 867, 1089 and 1122., .
Fragments of saltglaze sagger were found In 867, 935 and 1089.

The Kiln & Assoc;ate1 Features
I
I

A deposit immediately below the kiln base (1171) contained quantities of glass waste and a single
sherd from a trailed yellow slipware vessel (BPTI 00). The vessel probably dates from between 1680
and 1730. Only a single sherd of pottery was recovered from the base of the kiln (context 936), a sherd
of Late Post-medieval Redware (BPT264), which was most likely a product of the kiln.
Pottery recovered from the kiln firebox (contexts 802 and 803) contained a number of late 18th
century wares but wa~ dated to after 1835 by the presence of modem stoneware (BPT200). The fill of
the firebox (1229), contained a single sherd of redware (BPT264) that probably dates to the second
half of the 19th centurY.

A brick floored chamber on the north side of the kiln contained a lens of material (1033) that
contained four sherdsl of redware sugar mould (BPT31 0). An accurate date is not possible for this
material as it continue~ to be made over a long period between c.1600 and 1800. However, given that
sugar pots were one of the products of the Bedminster Pottery it is likely that the material was a
product of that kiln a~d is dated accordingly. Sherds also occurred in contexts 1114, IllS and 1168.
The chamber was infilled with material that on ceramic evidence might date as late as the mid 20th
century; however, the presence of typical 18th-century wares and biscuit fired base, including
unglazed transfer-print,1 suggests that it did not represent primary dumping.

A deposit of red ash, which separated the two phases of the construction/use of a building
thought to be associated with the kiln (Area 8), contained a quantity of glazed and unglazed redwares

,

(BPT264 and 201), which were most likely products of the pottery and, if so, must date between 1788
and 1851.

Discussion

The pottery found at Squire's Court was typical of that found throughout the town from the mid 17th
century onwards. Bristol domestic wares dominate the assemblage along with products of the
Staffordshire industry. In general the pottery lacked quality and although one or two better quality
vessels were found the J!laterial can probably be considered typical of working class households of the
later 18th and 19th century.

The most common pottery found across the site were redwares, including unglazed flowerpot
and lead glazed kitchenware. Some of this redware was clearly waste or of less than first quality. It is
likely that much of this rilaterial represents the output of the pottery located on the excavation.

The assemblage included a small quantity of residual medieval pottery that ranged in date
from the 12th to 15th c~ntury. It was not clear if this material, along with the sherd of 16th-century
Beauvais ware, represe\lted an earlier activity on the site or was the result of green manuring or
dumping on open ground,

I

I
The Waste Pottery and its probable source, by Oliver Kent

The finds from Squire's \court include three types of pottery production waste. Delftware, salt-glaze
and red ware material oc~urred scattered across the site and included many sherds of heavy salt-glaze
saggers. Much of this material is likely to have originated from the delft and saltglaze potteries
operating in Redcliffe anil Temple in the 18th century, perhaps brought onto the site as makeup or fill
for clay pits and further redistributed by the digging of the New Cut. The site is approximately 500m
from the site of Richard Frank's delft and stoneware pottery on Redcliffe Back. The discovery of the
base of a kiln at Squire'S: Court suggests that some at least of the red ware pottery wasters recovered
had their origin on the si\te. It has been known for some time that there was a red ware pottery in
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Bedminster in the late 18th century and 19th century but the exact location was not known prior to the
discovery of the kiln, although commercial directories from 1792 onwards identify it as being in the
Boot Lane area (Henrywood 1992,21,26).

The following brief history of the pottery is based on the work of Jackson, Jackson and Price
(1982), who have named it the Bedminster Pottery. It is not known when the pottery was established,
however, it was certainly in existence by 1788 as a day book for the Pott House, Bedminster, survives
for the period 29 Sept 1788 to 17 October 1789 (Jackson et aI, 213-226). The address and owner are
not given but a list of employees is included and one of these, Samuel Sheppard was apprenticed in
1786, so it is probable that the pottery was in existence by then. The accounts show that the pottery
employed up to seven workers and produced brown ware, including nests ofpans, bread pans, milk
pans, salting pans, sugar pots and garden pots and basins. Clay was purchased from Robert Fricker of
Bedminster at 3s. a load. Although the pottery was small, it was selling pots over a large area, its main
markets being Bristol and North Somerset with other shipments going to places on the Severn
transport corridor as far away as Minehead, Chepstow and Tewkesbury. From 1792 the pottery in Boot
Lane continued under the ownership of the Dean and Cooke families until its final closure in 1851.

Small redware potteries are often characterised as country or rural and discussed as if they
form a separate phenomenon to the larger earthenware and stoneware concerns. The documentary
record for this pottery, as at the similar concern in Westbury-on-Trym north-west of the city, suggests
that these businesses on the urban margin, whilst producing farmhouse wares of the kind seen in the
rural potteries, where also concerned with producing specialist redwares for the city and its industries.
Westbury specialised in chimney pots and sugar manufacturing wares; Bedminster competed in sugar
wares and also supplied horticultural wares to the extensive market garden businesses on the city edge.
The Westbury Pottery was for a time operated by the Fricker family and the occurrence of the Fricker
name as a clay supplier in Bedminster is an interesting co-incidence.

Red ware pottery that could constitute production waste from the pottery was found scattered
across the site. This material included many garden pots as well as internally lead-glazed hollowwares
and a few unglazed sugar-moulds. Some vessels were misshapen and on others the glaze had not fired
correctly. Unfortunately such faults are not sufficient to justify inclusion as wasters here. More serious
defects on glazed vessels included the cracking of vessel walls with glaze running into the cracks,
stacking scars and adhering debris from vessel broken during the firing process. The location of the
stacking scars showed that the larger vessels were fired upside down. Because of the disturbed nature
of much of this material and its mixture with delft and salt-glaze material much of it cannot certainly
be associated with production on the site.

Feature 1214, interpreted as likely to be part of the backfill of a clay pit, produced a small but
clearly defined group of production wasters. It is reasonable to presume that these sherds represent the
production of the kiln. The group consists of 28, principally large, sherds of internally lead-glazed
wheel-thrown red ware, representing a minimum of 10 vessels. These are illustrated as Fig.23.

The fabric is fine, firing pale orange to red with a scatter of iron inclusions and occasional
irregular fragments of ?limestone (up to 7mm) which are erupting and causing sections of the surface
to flake off. The glaze colour variation is likely to have more to do with irregular firing than specific
glaze recipes.

Aside from a small bowl and a jug, the sherds all appear to come from deep steep-sided
vessels with a hammerhead rim form. Some have two large external vertical handles. There appear to
be three sizes, with handles only evident on the larger ones. No full profile could be established to
indicate height but the stacking scars on seven suggest that they could be stacked inverted inside one
another in the kiln, which would imply that the heights were graded in the same way as the diameters.
This vertical handled form is by no means common but can be paralleled from early 19th century
material excavated at Ewenny (Lewis 1982, 110, 112.).
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Pottery from feature 1214 (Fig.23).

23.1 Small bowl, slightly distorted. Internal rich brown glaze. Two pinned lines below exterior of rim.
The distortion taken together with runs in the glaze and an external dark mark suggest that the vessel
was fired on its side.

23.2 Small jug neck and handle. The handle is bent and pushed onto the vessel, top and bottom. Traces
of a pinched spout. Very thin dark internal glaze spilt onto the exterior.

23.3 Rim and most of the wall of a deep steep-sided vessel (diameter c. 400mm). Internal orange
brown glaze. Large lime inclusion in the exterior surface.

23.4 Rim and most of the wall of a deep steep-sided vessel (diameter c. 380mm). Internal orange
brown glaze runs over some of the broken edges. ?Limestone inclusions erupting from both faces.

23.5 Rim of a steep-sided vessel (diameter 420mm) with traces of an attached handle on the rim.
Slightly distorted, the handle appears to have come off during firing. Internal irregular mid-brown
glaze. Probably the rim of 11.

23.6 Rim of a large steep-sided vessel (diameter 520mm) with upper part of an attached handle on the
rim. The reddish brown internal glaze is thin and poorly fired. A number of pinhead sized ?limestone
inclusions mar interior and exterior.

23.7 Base and lower wall of a steep sided vessel. Internal black to black metallic glaze. Underside of
base has four curved glaze-stick marks indicating that the vessel was packed in the kiln inverted with
graded sets of inverted open forms packed on top (see also 11). Curvatures match the range of sizes
indicated by 3-6.

23.8 Base angle and wall of a steep sided vessel. Internal black to black metallic glaze running over
broken edges.

23.9 Base and lower wall of a steep sided vessel. Orange brown internal glaze. Internal cracking and
damage from ?limestone inclusions.

23.10 Base angle and wall of a steep sided vessel with handle stub on exterior surface. Orange brown
internal glaze extending onto the broken surfaces. Several prominent cracks and faults in the interior
surface. ?Limestone inclusion causing flaking of exterior surface. A second sherd with a handle root
appears to match this one suggesting a vessel with two opposed handles.

23.11 Thick base and lower wall of a steep sided vessel. The base is split in half with glaze running
down the fracture. An additional sherd suggests a handle root. The internal brown/orange/green glaze
has fragments of fired clay adhering to it. The underside of the base has traces of curved glaze-stick
marks indicating that the vessel was packed in the kiln inverted with inverted open forms packed on
top (see also 7). Possibly the base of 5.

The Clay Tobacco Pipe Assemblage, by Reg Jackson

The clay tobacco pipe assemblage (Table 1) from Squire's Court contained forty-nine datable bowl or
bowl fragments and one datable stem fragment. Of the datable bowl fragments, six bore pipemakers
names or initials. The undatable bowl and stem fragments have not been quantified.

All the pipes had bowl forms typical of those made in Bristol, which was a substantial
producer of clay pipes for domestic and overseas consumption.

Five pipes may be attributed to known Bristol pipemakers (Price & Jackson 1979). Onc had
the initials 'lA' incuse on the rear of the bowl (context 1005) and was made by James Abbott who was
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working from 1651 to at least 1681. Another had the initials 'lW' incuse on the rear of the bowl
(context 1113) and was probably made by John Wilson who was working from 1707 until at least
1723. A bowl with the initials IW with decoration all in relief in a circle on the side of the bowl
(context 1172) was made by either John Wilson or John Wickham, the latter working from 1723 until
the early 1750s. A bowl with the initials' JW' in relief on either side of the spur (context 1208) was
made by the White family in the 19th century while another with the initials 'WJ' on the spur (context
1015) was possibly made by William James 11 who was working from about 1840 to 1850.

Four bowls in the shape of mens' faces (context 801), three of them showing a bearded head
possibly wearing a turban, were made by the firm of Richard Frank Ring and Company during the mid
to late 19th century.

The Small Finds, by Rod Burchill

Fired Clay

Clay marble. Diameter 11 mm.
Context 1163 SF60

Date ofAssociated Pottery

Pottery: Mid 20th cent.

Sub-triangular plate trivet. Crudely formed.
Context 801 SF82 Pottery: Late 18th to mid 19th cent

Triangular plate trivet. Well formed white china.
Context 1052 SF84 Pottery: 20th century

Glass

Bottle marble. Diameter 18mm.
Context 803 SF2 Pottery: mid 19th century

Green barrel-shaped bead. D 8mm: H 6mm: Hole 3.5mm
Context 1151 SF7 Not dated

White opaque bead. D 4mm: H 2mm: Hole Imm
Context 1181 SFI4 Not dated

Blue and white marble. Diameter 14mm
Context 1234 SF26 Pottery: 20th century

Blue bead. Compressed. D5mm: H 2mm: Hole 2mm
Context 1074 SF56 Not dated

Blue barrel-shaped bead. D6mm: H 4mm: Hole 2mm
Context 1022 SF57 Pottery: Post 1835

Bone

Head of small toothbrush. Three rows of I1 :12:1I bristle sockets with three grooves on the reverse.
Length 52mm; width IOmm; holes 2mm.
Context 803 SF I Pottery: mid 19th century

Incomplete brush head. Four rows of at least 11 bristle sockets; four grooves on the reverse to take the
retaining wires. Surviving length 64mm; width 22mm; holes 4mm.

. Context 898 SFI2 Pottery: Late 17th/18th century
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Fragment of worked bone possibly part of a hairpin or decoration. Rectangular in section with rounded
edges the object tapers to a point.
Surviving length 52mm; max width Ilmm.
Context 1086 SF24 Pottery: Late 17th/mid 18th century

Toothbrush handle with waisted neck. There are four rows of small bristle sockets but insufficient
survives to determine the number ofbristles per row. Stamped FOX 3? Length 115mm; max width
14mm; thickness 5mm.
Context 1234 SF27 Pottery: 20th century

Button. Dished with four stitching holes. Diameter 19mm.
Context 1234 SF33 Pottery: 20th century

Ring. Grooved decoration along outer circumference. Diameter 22mm: 17mm
Context 1234 SF34 Pottery: 20th century

Flattened D-shaped fragment. The object tapers but its function is uncertain. Surviving length 100mm;
max width 19mm.
Context 1101 SF53 Pottery: 1720-1780

Copper Alloy

Blade of a dustpan or small hearth shovel.
Context 953 SF7 Pottery: Post 1780

Strip ofmetal with two rivets, function uncertain. 34mm x 13mm
Context 953 SF11 Pottery: Post 1780

Bowl of small spoon. Length 32mm; width 17mm; depth ofbow14mm.
Context 877 SF15 Pottery: 18th century

Curtain ring. Diameter 38mm.
Context 953 SF18 Pottery: Post 1780

Fitting, possibly from an oil lamp. Exact function uncertain.
Context 1233 SF23 Pottery: Post 1780

Button. Dished with two stitch holes. Diameter 22mm.
Context 1042 SF25 Pottery: 1720-1780

Ring. Probably for curtains. Diameter 25mm.
Context 1161 SF61 Not dated

Two linked rings only one ofwhich is complete. Diam 10mm
Context 818 SF62 Pottery: Post 1780

Fragments of a kidney-shaped container; possibly a vesta (match) container but other functions are
possible. Length 51mm; height 4lmm; depth 14mm.
Context 804 SF74 Pottery: mid 19th century

Thimble. Probably for a child. Machine cut. Diam 16mm; height 19mm.
Context 1234 SF35

Sewing pins were recovered from the following contexts - they are not described fully here: 818;
1043; 1075; 1163; 1165; 1181.
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Lead

Fragments of folded sheet.
Context 1237

Iron

SF42 Pottery: 19th/early 20th century

Incomplete ventilation grill cover.
Context 866 SF5 Not dated

Section of bar. No clear function. Length 150mm x 20m x IOmm.
Context 953 SF 15 Pottery: Post 1780

Incomplete large nail or spike. Surviving length 120mm
Context 968 SF16 Pottery: 1760

Incomplete chisel blade complete with tang.
Context 953 SFI7 Pottery: 1780

Incomplete rectangular section spike. Surviving length 130mm.
Context 1234 SF30 Pottery: 20th century

Fragments of sheet metal.
Context 1033

Fragment of sheet metal.
Context 803

Part of a boot scraper.
Context 804

Nails

SF38

SF51

SF79

Pottery: 1780

Pottery: mid 19th century

Pottery: mid 19th century

Mostly incomplete, iron nails were found throughout the site. All dated to the later 18th century or
after. They are not discussed further here but will be found in the archive. The following contexts
contained nails: 803; 864; 866; 912; 929; 932; 953; 968; 969; 970; 1015; 1042; 1052; 1057; 1058;
1089; 1114; 1122; 1172; 1212 and 1233.
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PART V: ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

The Geoarchaeology, by Dr Helen Keeley

Introduction

An evaluation carried out in 2001 had showed the potential for survival of 17th to 19th century
buildings on the site. Finds of medieval pottery during the evaluation suggested that such occupation
might have been located near to or on the site. The evaluation uncovered quantities of glass fragments
and waste products from 17th and 18th-century contexts. The main aims and objectives of the follow
up excavation were to investigate the nature of the 17th -19th century artisan housing, the development
of glass-working and the nature of the pre-settlement environment on the alluvial floodplain. A
geoarchaeological evaluation (Terra Nova, 2001) recommended no further geoarchaeo10gical analysis
of the deposits but that samples should be taken for diatom and foraminifera analyses to determine the
relative influences of the rivers Avon (tidal) and Malago (mainly freshwater).

The site lies on the southern edge of the valley floor of the River Avon and is cut by the now
culverted Malago (a small tributary of the Avon that drains the Keuper Marl valley side above the
site). An artificial channel runs east-west between the Avon and the site. It is suggested (Terra Nova,
2001) that in the latter part of the Holocene the freshwater Malago is likely to have had a greater
influence on the accumulation of alluvium on the site, with perhaps only occasional inputs of material
from the brackish waters of the Avon during times of flood. The site was visited by the author on 25
and 28 February, 2002, in order to examine the soils and sediments. Subsequently eleven samples were
submitted to the Palaeoenvironmental Research Centre, University of Wales, Lampeter, for particle
size analysis to investigate the possible sources of site deposits.

The excavation deposits

In the deepest parts of the excavation the top of the alluvium was exposed and this was sampled for
diatom and foraminifera analyses, as recommended. Examination of the soils concentrated on deposits
overlying the alluvium, which were thought to have been cultivated during the post-medieval
occupation of the site. A number of areas were examined and the most significant contexts in the main
sections described, as follows:

Area 18 (Fig.l3)

The alluvium at the base of the section was greyish brown (lOYR5/2) firm, plastic clay with moderate,
medium blocky structure, containing 20% coarse, distinct rusty mottles (especially in old root
channels). This was overlain by a layer of large stones, which may have been placed in an attempt to
raise the ground above the water level. Above this was context 1063, comprising dark reddish brown
(5YR3/4) friable, structureless, coarse loamy sand containing fragments of brick and charcoal. This
was over1ain by context 1043 - brown (lOYR4/3) friable clay loam with moderate, medium
subangular blocky structure, containing fragments of brick, charcoal and pottery (including part of an
18thll9th century rim). Above this context 1037 was dark greyish brown (IOYR4/2) very friable
coarse sandy loam with weak medium subangular blocky structure, containing shell, brick and
charcoal fragments. This was overlain by context 1036, comprising dark greyish brown (10YR4/2)
friable clay loam, similar to context 1043 and containing large pieces of ?tile and fragments of
charcoal and brick. The uppermost context (953) was black (IOYRZ/l) very friable coarse sandy loam,
similar to context 1037 but with more inclusions (including abundant fragments of charcoal, brick and
pottery).

Area 27 (Fig.ll)

The alluvium at the base of the section (context 1125) was greyish brown (10YR5/2) clay similar to
that at the base of section 47. This was overlain by context 1113, comprising dark greyish brown
(lOYR4/2) moderately friable clay loam with moderate medium subangular blocky structure,
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containing fragments of brick and charcoal. Above this context 1093 was a thin layer of light
yellowish brown (2.5Y6/4) firm, plastic, structureless silly clay without mottles or inclusions in the
clay itself but mixed with a line of stones and brick fragments. It seems likely that this is a levelling
layer, the clay having been dug from alluvium - perhaps during the cutting of the nearby channel.
Context 1094 above was similar to I I13, although with more and larger pieces of charcoal, brick and
other inclusions. These deposits were covered by a cess tank so the upper deposits in the section to the
south were described. Context 1161 was very dark grey (JOYR3/1) friable coarse sandy loam with
moderate, medium subangular blocky structure, containing charcoal fragments. Context 1152 above
was black (JOYR21J) friable, humic coarse sandy loam containing abundant charcoal, brick and
pottery fragments (larger than in the overlying context 1151) and lots of mortar. Context 1151 was
black coarse sandy loam similar to 1152 but more friable and with smaller inclusions (including bone
and shell fragments).

The lower part of the northernmost area of the section (beneath a drain) was also examined.
The alluvium was similar to context 1125. Above this context 1092 comprised a thick layer of dumped
silty clay, similar to context 1093. This was overlain by context 1074 comprising greyish brown
(JOYR5/2) friable clay loam with moderate, medium subangular blocky structure, containing
fragments of brick and charcoal and fairly similar to context 1094 on the other side of the drain.

The section had a drain cutting through it, so the sequence of deposits to the south of the drain
was examined. The alluvium at the base was similar to I 125. Above this was context 107 I, a greyish
brown (JOYR5/2) friable clay loam with moderate, medium subangular b10cky structure. In terms of
inclusions, it contained abundant ?mortar and fragments of bone and charcoal. This was overlain by
context 1126 comprising dark greyish brown (I OYR4/2) friable coarse sandy loam with weak medium
subangular blocky structure, containing fragments of shell, brick and charcoal but not the ?mortar seen
in the layer below. Above this context 1095 consisted of very dark greyish brown (JOYR3/2) friable
coarse sandy loam with a noticeable clay content and moderate, medium subangular blocky structure,
containing large pieces of brick and fragments of shell and charcoal. The overlying context I 164 was
similar to context 1151 in section 58/1 and context 1165 was similar to 1152.

Area 17 (Fig.12)

The alluvium at the base ofthe section was similar to that in the sections described previously. This
was overlain by context 1114 comprising greyish brown (lOYR5/2) slightly friable clay loam with
moderate medium angular blocky structure, containing glass and bone fragments. Above this, context
873 was dark greyish brown (IOYR4/2) friable coarse sandy loam with a noticeable clay content and
moderate medium subangular blocky structure, containing small charcoal and brick fragments. Context
877 above was a thin layer of greyish brown (JOYR5/2) friable coarse sandy clay loam with a
noticeable silt content and moderate, medium subangular blocky stucture, containing small fragments
of brick and charcoal. Context I 129 was a very thin layer comprising lumps of light yellowish brown
(2.5Y6/4) firm, plastic, structureless silly clay (fairly similar to context 1093 in DWG 58/1). This was
overlain by context 818 - very dark grey (IOYR3/1) friable coarse sandy loam with weak medium
subangular blocky structure, containing charcoal and brick fragments. At the top of the section was a
tiled surface (808) overlying made ground (I 127). In general the deposits in this section contained
fewer, smaller inclusions than in the other sections examined. Context 1092 at the base of the north
facing section (beneath the wall) was also examined and found to be similar to context I I 14 but
differed from context 1092 in Area 27.

Area 26 (Fig. 9)

Two sections were examined in this area:

South-westJacing section:

The main feature of this section was a series of thin lenses of reddish brown burnt material interleaved
with black charcoal deposits and grey ashy material. At the base, context 1\97 was a greyish brown
(IOYR5/2) coarse sandy silt loam containing charcoal and mortar fragments. Above this (1196) was a
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dark grey ashy layer, overlain by a reddish brown burnt layer (1195) covered by a black layer (1194)
containing abundant ash and charcoal. This was sealed by greyish brown (lOYR5/2) slightly friable
coarse sandy clay, overlain by a thin layer of mortar (1183). Above this was a thick layer of rubble and
mortar (1182) with dark grey (I OYR4/l) friable coarse sandy loam (1181) at the top of the sequence.

South-eastlacing section:

The alluvium was not visible and the basal deposit (context 1185) was a mortar layer. Above this
(context 1184) was a thick layer of greyish brown (IOYR5/2) friable coarse sandy loam with moderate,
medium subangular blocky structure containing lumps of re-deposited clay alluvium. This was
overlain by a thin yellow (2.5Y7/6) mortar layer (context 1183) and above this (context 1182) was a
thick dumped deposit of predominantly mortar containing large stones and pieces of brick. The
uppermost layer (context 1181) was black (IOYR2/l) very friable humic COarse sandy loam with weak
medium subangular blocky structure, containing abundant fragments of pottery, bone, glass, brick and
charcoal. This deposit (1181) was similar to context 953 in Area 18, contexts 1151, 1152, 1164 and
1165 in Area 27 but differed from context 1181 in DWG 95.

Area 36 (Fig.14)

The alluvium was similar to elsewhere on the site. This was overlain (context 110 I) by greyish brown
(lOYR5/2) friable coarse sandy loam with moderate medium subangular blocky structure, containing
pieces of clay pipe, pottery, brick, glass, bone and charcoal. Above this context 898 comprised reddish
brown (5YR4/4) friable coarse sandy loam containing abundant fragments of brick, glass and charcoal.
The deposits above consisted of dumped layers, built up against the wall.

Area 16 (Fig.17)

Context 1082 was located immediately above the alluvium and overlain by dumped layers containing
mortar and associated with a stone structure. It consisted of very dark greyish brown (IOYR3/2) friable
coarse sandy loam with a noticeable clay content, containing abundant mortar, brick and charcoal
fragments.

Area 38 (Fig.2J)

The alluvium (context 1031) was similar to elsewhere on the site. This was covered by a thin layer
(context 1026) of dark reddish brown (5YR3/4) clay, containing gritty patches and abundant clinker
and glass fragments. Above this context 1025 comprised greyish brown (IOYR5/2) friable coarse
sandy clay loam with moderate medium subangular blocky structure, containing patches of light grey
(I OYR7/2) clay (?re-deposited alluvium). Context 1024 was a lens of greyish brown (IOYR5/2)
slightly friable coarse sandy clay containing charcoal fragments. Context 1023 was a thin layer of dark
reddish brown (5YR3/4) friable coarse sandy clay loam with moderate, medium subangular blocky
structure, containing fragments of mortar, brick and charcoal. This was overlain by a thick layer
(context 1022) of dark greyish brown (lOYR4/2) friable coarse sandy loam with a noticeable clay
content and moderate, medium subangular blocky structure, containing abundant inclusions. This was
covered by'made ground with stone slabs on top. Context 1027 was at the same level as the made
ground (context 1029) and comprised black (lOYR2/l) humic, friable coarse sandy loam with weak
medium subangular blocky structure, containing abundant brick, shell, glass and charcoal fragments.

Area 29 (Fig.JO)

These deposits were inaccessible and thus could only be viewed at a distance. At the base context 1139
overlay the alluvium and consisted of dark greyish brown (IOYR4/2) material with abundant
inclusions. Context 1137 beneath the wall was greyish brown (IOYR5/2) with fewer artefacts.
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Area 30 (Fig.lO)

These deposits were also inaccessible. Context 1146 beneath the wall was similar to context 1137 but
the underlying layer (context 1147) was lighter in colour and contained abundant mortar and brick
fragments.

Area 37 (Fig.21)

Context 961 was reddish brown (5YR4/4) gritty clay (similar to context 1026) overlain by black,
humic friable coarse sandy loam (context 865). Nearby the reddish brown layer was overlain by friable
dark greyish brown (IOYR4/2) coarse sandy loam containing abundant pieces of brick and stone.

Particle size analysis

Analysis was undertaken by the pipette method (Avery and Bascomb, 1974). The results are shown
below:

Context
No.
AREA 18

Alluviwn
1063
1043
1037
1036
953

AREA 27

Total Coarse Medium Fine Silt Clay
Sand (%) Sand (%) Sand (%) Sand (%) (%) (%)

3.8 0.3 1.2 2.3 42.5 53.7
74.9 5.7 26.1 43.1 15.7 9.4
36.6 10.0 11.5 15.1 39.3 24.1
53.2 16.5 16.9 19.8 29.0 17.8
39.5 9.7 13.4 16.4 38.9 21.6
51.5 14.3 16.2 21.0 30.9 17.6

1113
1093
1094
1151

AREA 17

1114

Discussion

35.7
16.7
47.7
59.4

23.4

11.5
4.1

13.5
17.6

9.2

10.7
5.3

15.1
18.9

6.9

13.5
7.3

19.1
22.9

7.3

38.6 25.7
47.0 36.3
32.7 19.6
29.9 10.7

38.3 38.3

It is suggested that Area 18 shows two phases of soil development above the alluvium, i.e. context
1043 comprises dumped material with a moderate clay content (possibly incorporating alluvium from
the channel cut, with occupation debris mixed into it) on top of which other material (context 1037)
containing much more sand and occupation debris may have provided the medium for cultivation. This
had been covered by another layer (context 1036) similar to context 1043 and a second topsoil
(context 953) similar to context 1037. This repeated dumping of material might have been carried out
to raise the ground level above a rising water table. The presence of context 1063 immediately above
the alluvium and the variable distribution of sand, silt, clay and artefacts show that the overlying
deposits could not have developed in situ and are derived from a variety of sources.

Other areas contained deposits that show some similarities. In Area 27 (which was quite close
to Area 18) contexts 1113 and 1071 may be similar to 1043; 1161 and 1126 similar to 1037; 1095 may
be similar to 953; context 1094 may be similar to 1Il3; 1074 appeared similar to 1094. In Area 17
context 1114 showed similarities to 1043, lIB and 1071; 873 may be similar to 1037 and 818 similar
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to 1095 and 953. In Area 26 context 1181 may be similar to 818. In Area 36 context 1101 appeared
similar to 1037.

Thus some contexts may be grouped into coarse sandy loam topsoils e.g. 1037,953, 1101,
1161, 873, 818, 1126, 1181 and 1095, others into dumped layers that may have an alluvial component
e.g. 1043, 1036, I I 13, I I 14, 1071, 1074, 1092 and 1094 and some into re-deposited silty clay
(?alluvium) such as 1129, 1092 and 1093. In places on the site a reddish brown sandy layer occurred
immediately above the alluvium e.g. contexts 96 I, 1063 and 1026, which may have an industrial origin
(?glassmaking) and there were also black humic deposits in the upper parts of sections (e.g. contexts
1152,1151,1164,1165,865 and 1181) which looked similar to each other.

The results of the particle size analysis showed that the underlying alluvium has a very low
sand content and high silt and clay contents (the latter being the largest component), suggesting that it
was deposited under low energy conditions of very slow-moving or standing water. Comparison with
one of the layers thought to be re-deposited alluvium (context 1093) shows that the latter has a similar
silt content but less clay and more sand. However this may be the result of natural variations in the
alluvium or the mixing in of material from elsewhere. The particle size analysis reflected many of the
differences and similarities found between contexts during examination on-site.

Conclusion

It appears, therefore, that soils and sediments have been brought to the site from various sources in
order to raise the level of the land and to provide a suitable medium for cultivation - probably
gardening behind the properties. These sources are likely to include not only nearby alluvium but
perhaps also deposits containing residues from glassmaking, which depended on local supplies of
sand. There are clear differences in the texture and artefactlecofact content of deposits both within a
given vertical sequence and between sequences on the site. However, there are also contexts that
appear similar and may be linked across several areas of the site.

Analysis of Environmental Samples, by Julie Jones

Introduction

The site contained the remains of artisan housing and evidence was found for both domestic
occupation and light industrial use, including a pottery kiln. Dating of the site ranges from the early
18th century to the mid 19th century. The majority of the deposits sampled for environmental analysis
were from garden soils from the rear of properties on Bedminster Parade. The samples were recovered
primarily for the retrieval of animal bone and evidence of industrial activity, although preservation of
plant macrofossil remains was also assessed.

The samples were processed on site by Heather Hirons. They were wet sieved through a 2mm
mesh for the residue and 250 micron sieve for the float. Both residues and floats were dried before
examination, the residues sorted for animal bone, shellfish and finds and were retained for analysis of
metalworking or other industrial waste. The floats were rapidly scanned by the author to assess
preservation of both charred and non-charred plant remains. The results, which are recorded on a scale
of abundance, are shown in Table 2. Nomenclature and habitat information, are based on Stace (1991).
Preservation of plant material was primarily non-charred, the macrofossils in most samples in good
condition and there was also limited charred preservation.

Results

Alluvium (contexts 1066, 1115)

Two samples were taken from the alluvium, which underlay the archaeological deposits. Context 1066
produced only a few snails and shellfish fragments, with animal bone fragments and small pieces of
coke/clinker. Context 1115 is interpreted as re-deposited alluvium, with pottery suggesting an early
18th-century date. Other inclusions were frequent and included clinker/slag, bone, clay pipe and
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building materials. A small plant macrofossil assemblage included species of waste and disturbed
ground such as annual mercury (Mercurialis annual, fat-hen (Chenopodium album) and orache
(Atriplex).

18th century (contexts 1094,877,1036,1043)

These samples were all from garden soils, described as grey to brown clayey silts. Inclusions in the
residues showed that they contained a mixture of building debris, particularly pennant, with slate and
mortar, with in most samples a high proportion of clinker, coke and slag. Animal bone and shellfish
relate to domestic waste. Plant macrofossils are again primarily weeds of disturbed ground, additional
species including fool s parsley (Conium maculatum), with scrubby growth suggested by bramble
(Rubus sect Glandulosus) and elder (Sambucus nigra).

1720-1760 (contexts 1026, 1025, 1071)

A similar range of inclusions were present in context 1026, described as a buried sub-soil overlying the
alluvium, but the only macrofossils were a single bramble and sedge (Carex) nutlet. The two garden
soils, 1025 and 1071 included the same suite of weed seeds, with charred preservation of a sloe
(Prunus spinosa) stone and two oat (Avena) grains. Also of interest were a few achenes of fuller s
teasel (Dipsacus sativus).

Post 1780 (contexts 1151,1164,1165,1161,1074,1197,1114,818)

These garden soils all contained evidence of industrial activity in the form of slag, clinker and coke
representing waste from hearths or ovens, building debris and domestic waste such as animal bone and
shellfish remains. Only the occasional charred cereal grain was recorded, single grains of barley
(Hordeum) and rye (Secale cereale) and occasional oat (Avena). Several samples (contexts 1151 and
1161) had single grape (Vitis vinifera) pips, plus occasional fig (Ficus carica) in three samples
(contexts 1165, 1161 and 1074), but no other evidence for food remains. The bramble seeds, present in
most samples, are more likely to represent part of a scrubby community with elder and occasional
common nettle (Urtica dioica), although they may have been collected as a supplement to the diet and
used in pies and jams, much as today. Most of the other species recorded are again typical of areas of
waste or unkempt ground. Additional species include red dead-nettle (Lamium purpureum), chickweed
(Stellaria media) and greater celandine (Chelidonium majus), a small perennial of hedgerows and
walls, often found near habitation (Stace 1991, 129). Several achenes of fuller s teasel were again
noted.

Late 18th centwy and late 18th/19th century (contexts 873 and 1163 - nofloatfoundfor this sample)
19th century (1082, 1181,1037,1124,1222)
Post 1835 (context 1022)
Mid 19th century

Seven of these samples are from garden soils and show the same range of inorganic inclusions as the
earlier deposits and a similar weed assemblage. Food remains include a charred barley grain, plus fig
seeds from 1082 and 1022 and a fragment of plum (Prunus domestica) stone from 953. Context 1124
was a sample of glass waste. Context 1222 was the fill of a deep feature dug into the alluvium where a
similar assemblage of waste ground species to those recovered in the garden soils were noted and
therefore are not really useful in aiding interpretation of this feature. A group of fly pupae may
however suggest the presence of organic matter of an unpleasant nature. One final sample 1228, from
a buried soil horizon overlying the alluvium was not found.
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Discussion

The two earliest samples recovered from the alluvium at Squire's Court produced little evidence for the
early local envirorunent of this area of Bedminster. Context 1115, interpreted as re-deposited alluvium,
containing early 18th-century pottery, included a small plant assemblage, including some sedges
(Carex) which may have formed part of the natural river-plain environment, but the remaining species,
which recur throughout the later deposits, are more typical of waste and disturbed ground.

Most of the remaining deposits sampled are garden soils, associated with artisan housing on
Bedminster Parade, dating from the late 18th to the mid 19th century and are of a very similar nature.
The sample floats are generally small and contain fragments of coke/clinker, so dominant in the
sample residues, with occasional charcoal fragments, plus limited assemblages of weed seeds of
disturbed and waste ground habitats, plus occasional charred cereal remains. Interpretation of such
small cereal assemblages is difficult, apart from stating the presence of these grains, here barley, rye
and oats (the latter could be the cultivated or wild form). They are likely to have been used in the
individual households in bread-making, biscuits or stews and with occasional finds of grape, fig and
plum, with possibly sloe and blackberry are the only evidence of food remains provided by the plant
macrofossil record.

The record of fuller s teasel (Dipsacus sativus) is interesting. This plant was grown for its stiff
bracts, which were used in raising the nap on wool cloth as part of the fulling process in the cloth
industry. Previous finds on sites in Bristol have dated to the medieval period (Jones 2001 and Jones
2003).

The remaining macrofossils are consistently present in most of the garden soils and represent a
community of weeds, which are able to take advantage of the ideal conditions provided by these soils.
By their very nature, garden soils are the result of intense human activity, where there is plenty of soil
disturbance and indeed some weeds may have been brought in from elsewhere as part of a seed bank.
Annual species, such as annual mercury, sun-spurge and fool's parsley would have easily become
established in such disturbed conditions. Inclusions in the samples show that a whole range of
materials were being deposited to the rear of these properties, including domestic waste such as animal
bone, shellfish, pottery and clay pipes, as well as building debris and industrial waste.

There is some evidence for a scrub type vegetation from species such as elder and bramble,
with smaller herbaceous species like sweet violet (Viola odorata), a perennial of woodland, hedgerow
and scrub and bittersweet (Solanum dulamara), a scrambling perennial of hedges, woods and ditches.
Other species are able to tolerate damp conditions such as ditch sides and include hemlock (Conium
maculatum) and celery-leaved buttercup (Ranunculus sceleratus), found in the pit dug into the
alluvium (context 1222). Elder and bramble were the only species recovered from similar garden
deposits in Victoria Street (Ennis, Rackham and Richmond 1997), although here it was suggested this
was partly a· question of preservation of these species which appear to be more resistant to decay.

Many of the same species found at Squire's Court occur in similar deposits interpreted as
garden soils from sites in Redcliff Street, notably 26-28 (Jones 2000a), and 30-38 SI. Thomas Street
(Jones 2000b), where they were also interpreted as weeds, rather than plants deliberately cultivated.

Diatom Analysis, by Or Nigel Cameron

Introduction

As part of the environmental analysis, a diatom assessment was carried out on nine sediment sub
samples frOtV the site.

The site is located in an area where a number of diatom assessments have been carried out
previously (N.Cameron unpublished results). An archaeological evaluation in 2001 indicated that the
site is an 18th/19th century domestic, light industrial site containing a pottery kiln and artisan housing.
There is no evidence for earlier occupation, during a period when the site was possibly under pasture
on the floodplain of the River Avon. Three trenches were excavated down to the alluvium and three
samples were taken from each location with sub-samples taken at Icm intervals below the top of the
alluvium (Julie Jones pers.comm.; Keeley 2002).
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A geoarchaeological evaluation (Terra Nova 2001, cited in Keeley 2002) recommended that
samples should be taken for diatom analysis to determine the relative influences of the tidal River
Avon and the predominantly freshwater River Malago. The Malago is a small tributary of the Avon
that drains the Keuper Mar! valley side above the site. It was suggested (op.cit. in Keeley 2002) that in
the late Holocene the Malago was likely to have had a greater influence on the accumulation of
alluvium on the site, with perhaps only occasional inputs of material from the brackish waters of the
Avon during periods of flooding.

The purpose of the diatom assessment was to determine if diatoms are present and the
potential for percentage analysis of diatom assemblages. Where possible information was also to be
noted on: diatom valve concentrations, the quality of diatom preservation, the diversity of taxa, the
types of diatom assemblage and the salinity, (possibly nutrient) and habitat preferences of those
diatoms present. As outlined above, of particular interest was the potential for diatom analysis to
investigate the relative influence of freshwater from the Malago and brackish water from the tidal
Avon.

Methods

Diatom preparation followed standard techniques: the oxidation of organic sediment, removal of
carbonate and clay, concentration of diatom valves and washing with distilled water. Two coverslips,
each of a different concentration of the cleaned solution, were prepared from each sample and fixed in
a mountant of a suitable refractive index for diatom microscopy (Naphrax). Slides were scanned at
magnifications of x400 and xl 000 under phase contrast illumination.

Results & Discussion

A summary of the assessment results is presented in Table 3 in the appendix.

Sample J

Diatoms were present in all three levels taken from Sample 1. In all three samples diatom
concentrations were low, the quality of preservation was poor and species diversity was low. There
was therefore little potential for making percentage diatom counts. However, each of these levels
contained similar diatom assemblages. Marine diatoms (Paralia sulcata, Rhaphoneis spp.) and
brackish water or halophilous species were present in all three levels. In addition aerophilous diatoms
such as Hantzschia amphioxys (freshwater) and Navicula cincta (halophilous) were also present in the
top and bottom levels from this sample. There were no freshwater diatoms other than the former,
which is most commonly an aerophilous species associated with semi-terrestrial habitats. The diatom
assemblages of this sample therefore are from estuarine habitats and there is little evidence of
freshwater input. The presence of aerophilous taxa is likely to be the result of sediment inputs by
erosion from the catchment or as a result of drying out of the water body.

Sample 2

Poorly preserved diatoms were present at very low concentrations in the uppermost level (0-1 cm
depth). The valves identifiable to species level were the freshwater and aerophilous diatom Pinnularia
subcapitala and the marine diatom Paralia sulcata. As for Sample 1 these diatoms show that estuarine
sediments are present and that the water body is likely to have dried out or had erosive inputs of
sediment from the catchment. Diatoms were absent from levels at 1-2 cm and 2-3 cm depth below the
top of the alluvium. There was no potential to make percentage diatom counts from this sample.

Sample 3

Diatoms were present in all three levels of Sample 3. For each of the three samples the diatom
concentrations were very low, the quality of preservation was poor, with the majority of remains
fragmentary as well as being dissolved, and species diversity was low. There was therefore little
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potential for making percentage diatom counts. However, the levels assessed from Sample 3 contained
similar types of diatom assemblage to those seen in Samples 1 and 2. In Sample 3 these were
principally aerophilous assemblages, with freshwater aerophilous taxa such as Nitzschia terrestris,
Pinnularia spp. and Hantzschia amphioxys. In addition there were marine diatoms Rhaphoneis sp. and
Paralia sulcata in the levels from 2-3 cm and 1-2 cm respectively. Like the aerophilous diatoms, the
presence of significant numbers of chrysophyte stomatocysts (freshwater or brackish taxa) are also
indicative of dry conditions.

Conclusions

Diatoms were present in seven of the nine levels assessed from the three alluvial samples. However,
the low diatom concentrations, poor quality of preservation and low diatom species diversity were not
adequate to make percentage diatom counts.

The marine, brackish and halophilous components of the diatom assemblages consistently
showed the presence of estuarine sediments from the River Avon. Freshwater diatoms were present
only as aerophilous taxa, which in addition to the chrysophyte cysts in Sample 3, showed that these
water-lain sediments dried out or were subject to erosive inputs from the catchment.

There was no clear evidence for freshwater diatom inputs from the Malago, such as diatom
species associated with habitats in flowing freshwater. None of the diatom species identified is
associated with unusual levels of dissolved nutrients in the aquatic environment.

The Faunal Remains, by Lorrain Higbee

Quantity and provenance of material

A small assemblage of animal bone was recovered from the archaeological investigations; the
assemblage dates from the 17th century through to the 20th century. The total quantity of material
from each period is given in Table 4.

Methods

The entire assemblage was subjected to assessment by rapid scanning and the following information
recorded: species, skeletal element, age related features, completeness for biometric analysis, as well
as more general observations on butchery, taphonomy and pathology. This information was entered
into a database and is available in the site archive.

Range and variety of material

The assemblage was quiet varied in terms of the types of species represented despite its small size and
the apparent low status of the inhabitants of the area during the Early Modern period. The number of
identified specimens per species or NISP is given in Table 5.

Post-medieval assemblage

A small number of cattle and sheep/goat bones were recovered from layers and an alluvial deposit
broadly dated to the 17th century. All of the bones from this period were from immature animals
given the porous texture of the long bones and the unfused condition of long bone epiphyses. A very
small quantity of bone was recovered from bulk soil samples taken of deposit (1074), this material
includes some fish bone as well as loose teeth and unfused epiphyses of the main stock species.

Early modern assemblage

The 18th-19th century assemblage represents the largest stratified collection recovered from the site
and it is also the most varied. Sheep/goat, cattle and pig bones make up 79% of the assemblage,
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indeed, sheep/goat bones alone account for 45%. All parts of the mutton and beef carcass are
represented indicating that both high and low value cuts of meat were consumed. Butchery marks
were frequently observed and have the general appearance of having been carried out by a professional
butcher using a blade with a serrated edge. Of particular note is the butchery observed on a joint of
sirlion steak from (970) and the repeated pattern of butchery noted on cattle and sheep/goat rib
fragments and vertebrae, which suggests the consumption of cutlets or chops. Other species identified
include horse, cat, fallow deer, roe deer, rabbit, chicken, fish and amphibian. It is likely that the
chickens represented in the assemblage were kept by individual households for their eggs since many
of the bones are clearly from female birds in-lay and egg shell was recovered from sample 23 (818).

One worked bone, a fragment from a bone button, was recovered from sample 14 (l181).
Coprolite fragments were also recovered from sample 7 (l151).

Modern assemblage

Sheep/goat and rabbit bones were common in the 20th century assemblage, which came from
infill/backfill and garden soils. Other species identified include cattle, pig, chicken, hare, horse and
dog. The dog bone, a single femur is from a small, gracile individual. A bone point was recovered
from sample 8 (1163).

Unphased assemblage

Of the 13 bone fragments recovered from undated contexts only cattle and sheep/goat bones have been
identified.

Material from sample residues

The majority of bone fragments recovered from sample residues are small splinters of bone, which
cannot be further identified. Diagnostic bones include fish vertebrae, amphibian (frog/toad) and bird
long bones as well as loose teeth, phalanges, sesmoids and unfused epiphyses from the three main
domestic species. In this respect the material retrieved from samples has added a few species to the
species list and redressed the balance apparent in the hand-recovered assemblage, which is typically
biased against small bones and the bones of small species.

Condition of material

The assemblage was well preserved as indicated by the survival of fragile bird and fish bones and the
large number of specimens that could be identified to species. Butchery and other surface details were
clear and defined and only gnawing by domestic dogs had effected a small number of bone fragments
from each of the periods.

Summary

The three main stock species made up the bulk of the assemblage, which seemed to largely represent
meat joints of both high and low value. Mutton and lamb were by far the most preferred meats;
smaller quantities of beef and pork were also consumed. Chicken, rabbit, hare and fish provided some
variation and it is likely that chickens were kept for their eggs by individual households. It is uncertain
whether venison was also consumed although it seems unlikely given the working class status of the
general area and the fact that only fragments of roe deer antler and a fallow deer foot bone (or
metatarsal) were recovered from the site. Two worked bone fragments were identified during analysis
of the assemblage these may be incidental or indicate local, small scale bone working further, the roe
deer antler discussed above may also be an off-cut from just such an activity.
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PART VI: CONCLUSIONS

The excavations at Squire's Court recorded evidence of archaeological activity dating from the late
I7th- to 20th-centuries.

The alluviwn at the base of the archaeological resource was shown, by geo-archaeological and
diatom analysis, to be have been generated by over-bank flooding of the River Avon. The level of the
alluviwn varied across the site, but was recorded at a mean height of c.7m above OD.

An extensive layer of brown silt, interpreted as a flood deposit, was preserved in situ adjacent
to Boot Lane and Stillhouse Lane. Although it contained medieval pottery, this deposit dated
ceramically to the later post-medieval period. Medieval properties are recorded in documentary
sources along both sides of what later became Bedminster Parade, but there was certainly no
archaeological evidence for contemporary buildings away from this main thoroughfare.

The first traces of human activity within the excavation area were late 16th/17th-century dump
deposits located to the rear of Bedminster Parade. It was not surprising that this area of land was used
for the disposal of domestic and industrial waste, given its waterlogged nature. The inclusion of rubble
in this material may well reflect the clearance of the medieval buildings along the main street.

Rocque's plan of 1742 (Fig.3), the first cartographic representation of this area of Bristol,
shows development along the main street, open cultivated ground to the rear, the laying out of what
later became Boot Lane and negative earthworks interpreted as clay extraction pits. A deep-cut feature
in the middle of the site may well have marked the location of one of these pits.

Structural activity along the three street frontages dated back as far as the 18th-century. This
supports the evidence of property deeds for Bedminster Parade and Stillhouse Lane, which date back
to the 1720's. At least two phases of building development were recorded just above the natural
alluviwn, although their layout and character were obscured, for the most part, by later remains.

The year 1780 appears to have been a watershed in the development of the site. It is known,
from information in a day book and street directories, that a pottery occupied part of Boot Lane from
that year, until its closure in the 1850's. The substructure of the kiln, comprising a circular brick base
and stone outer wall, fire-brick lined inner chamber and three fireboxes (a fourth stokehole did
originally exist but was removed by re-development in the later 19th century), was still extant. A
similar contemporary kiln has been recorded at Winchcombe in Gloucestershire (unpublished). There
was also evidence, in the form of widely scattered kiln waste, to confirm that the pottery was
producing red and brown earthenwares during its time of operation.

It is likely that the development of Squire's Court, first recorded onPlwnley & Ashmead's map
of 1828 (Fig.4), was prompted by the need to house workers for the pottery kiln. Pottery underlying
the court certainly dates no earlier than 1780. The buildings either side of the cobbled central area
were certainly characteristic of artisan dwellings, in terms of their small size and the fact that they only
had a single rOom on the ground floor (although there was evidence that they were more than one
storey high). Cellars, yards and gardens were, not surprisingly, absent. Toilet facilities were communal
rather than private, with brick privies located at either end of the Court. The interiors of the dwellings
were floored with stone slabs and in some case contained brick fireplaces and cooking ranges. Party
walls on one side of the court were flimsy brick structures, which must have offered minimal, if any,
soundproofing.

Squire's Court was built on top of a metre or so of dump deposits, which sealed earlier 18th
century remains. This significant rise in ground level and the prevalence of drainage facilities across
the site as a whole all bear testament to the fact that this area of low-lying land and clayey soil was
prone to inundation when it was first developed, particularly in the winter months. This was made
evident by the rise in level of the water table during the excavation. It is unusual to have such a deep
stratigraphy covering a period of less than a couple of hundred years, and much of that can be
accounted for by 19th-century landfill activity designed to prevent future flooding. The material
brought onto the site came from a variety of sources. The construction of the New Cut between 1804
1809 may have been responsible for much of the alluvium re-deposited across the excavation area.
Glass waste from Redcliffe was dumped adjacent to Boot Lane and Stillhouse Lane prior to the
construction of the kiln. Elsewhere spent coal, cinders, red and black ash, clinker, ceramic wasters and
re-deposited topsoil/garden soil were much in evidence. Sondages to the rear of properties along
Bedminster Parade registered alternate horizons of dumped material and cultivation/garden soil dating
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mainly from the 18th -19th centuries. The deppsition sequences varied in complexity, but not in
character. In the north-eastern half of the site, landfill material preserved beneath buildings dated
primarily to the period 1720-1780. In the vicinity of the pottery kiln and along Stillhouse Lane, the
archaeological stratigraphy consisted almost entirely of the glass waste mentioned above, as well as
poorly consolidated building debris, scalpings, pottery wasters and other infill/ground make-up
material.
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APPENDIX 1: Policy Statement

This report is the result of work carried out in the light of national and local authority policies.

NATIONAL POLICIES

Statutory protection for archaeology is enshrined in the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological
Areas Act (1979), amended by the National Heritage Act, 1983. Nationally important sites are listed
in the Schedule of Ancient Monuments (SAM). Scheduled Monument consent is required for any
work which would affect a SAM.

DOE PLANNING POLICY GUIDANCE

The Planning Policy Guidance of Archaeology and Planning (PPG 16) consolidates advice to
planning authorities. The Guidance stresses the non-renewable nature of the archaeological resource,
details the role of the County Sites and Monuments Record (SMR), encourages early consultation
with county and district archaeological officers and sets out the requirement for developers to provide
sufficient information on the archaeological impact of development to enable a reasonable planning
decision to be made. '

PPG 16 also indicates the circumstances where further work would be necessary and outlines the use
of agreements and conditions to protect the archaeological resource.

DISTRICT POLICY

Bristol City Council Adopted Local Plan Written Statement (1997) states (policy B22):
I

(i) There will be a presumption in favour ofpreserving any archaeological features or sites of
national importance, whether scheduled or not.

(ii) Development which could adversely affect sites, structures, landscapes or buildings of
archaeological interest and their settings will require an assessment of the archaeological
resource through a desktop study, and where appropriate a field evaluation. Where there is
evidence of archaeological remains, development will not be permitted except where it can be
demonstrated that the archaeological features of the site will be satisfactorily preserved in
situ, or a suitable strategy has been putl forward to mitigate the impact of development
proposals upon important archaeological r~mains and their settings; or, if this is not possible
and the sites are not scheduled or of natiohal importance, provision for adequately recording
the site prior to destruction is made, prefer~bly by negotiating a planning agreement to ensure
tqat access, time and financial resources are available to allow essential recording and
publication to take place.



APPENDIX 2: Tables

B's . , CP' F'd rrCI TbT bIlea e : ata o!!ue 0 av o acco 'Ipe In s rom SQUIre s ourt, nsto
Context Description Date/Comments
800 Stem fra~ments.

801 3 spurred pipe bowls in the shape of a man's face, with beard and possible turban. Unmarked but made by R.F. Ring & Co., Bristol.
I spurred pipe bowl in the shape of a man's face. 19th century.

Unmarked but made by R.F. Ring & Co., Bristol.
Fragments of 2 spurred bowls with 2 raised ridges either side of rear mould line. 19th century.
Spurred bowl with raised lines on either side bowl. Mid 19th century.
Fragment of spurred bowl with leaf decoration in relief down front and rear mould lines.
2 spurred bowl fragments. Mid 19th century.
Stem fragments. Early to mid 19th century.

19th centurv.
803 Stem fra~ments.

818 Spurred bowl fragment. 19th century.
Stem fra~ments.

836 Stem fragments.
837 Stem fragment with rouletted decoration. Mid 17th century.

Stem fragments.
851 Stem fra~ments.

864 Stem fragments.
865 Unidentifiable bowl fragment.

Stem fra~ments

866 Sourred stem fra~ment.

873 Unidentifiable bowl fragments
Stem fragment

877 2 spurred bowl fragments Possibly 19th century
Stem fra~ments

912 Spurred bowl fragment 17th/18th century
Stem fra.mcnts

915 Spurred bowl fragment 17thl18th century
Stem fragments

917 Unidentifiable bowl fra~ment
920 Stem fragments
929 Green glazed stem tiD fra£ment



945 Stem fragment
950 Large bowl with flattened spur. Initials'S' 'P' in relief on each side of spur. Maker unknown. Mid to late 19th century.
953 Stem fragments
954 Stem fragment
961 Stem fragment
964 Stem fragments
968 Stem fragments
969 3 spurred bowls 18th cenmry

I unidentifiable bowl fragment
Stem fragments

970 Stem fragments
989 Bowl fragment with raised leaf decoration on base of bowl and raised line either aide of Late 19th eenmry

front and rear mould lines.
Plain bowl fragment Late 19th century

998 Stem fragments
1005 Bowl fragment with initials 'lA' incuse on rear of bowl. Made by James Abbott, free 1677, dead by l718 or

John Abbott, free 1651, still working 1681
Fragment of spurred bowl.
Stem fragments.

1012 Stem fragments.
1015 Spurred bowl with leaves in relief on either side of front and rear mould lines. Early to mid 19th century

Spurred bowl with initials 'w' 'J' on either side of spur.
Possibly made by William James IT, working c.1840-1850

Small heeled bowl. Early 17th century
Fragment of spurred bowl. Possibly 18th century
Stem fragments, some with green glazed tips.

1022 Unidentifiable bowl fragment
Stem fragments

1025 Stem fragments
1026 Stem fragments
1033 Slcm fragment
1035 Fragment of spurred bowl 18th!19th century

Stem fragment
1036 Unidentifiable bowl fragments
1037 Unidentifiable bowl fragments

Stem fragments
1042 Stem fragments
1043 Stem fragments



1050 Unidentifiable bowl fragments
Stem fragments

1051 Stem fragment
L052 Stem fragments
1057 Stem fragment - -

1058 Heeled bowl c.l660-1680
Stem fragments

1063 Stem fragment
1064 Stern fragments
1066 PiDe fragment from samole
1071 Stem fragments
1074 Stem fragments
1086 Fragment of bowl with unidentifiable initials in relief on side of bowl. 19th century
1094 Unidentifiable bowl fragments

Stem fragments
1101 Stem fragments
1102 Stem fragments
L113 Heeled bowl with initials 'lW' incuse on rear of bowl Probably made by John Wilson, free 1707, still working 1723

Stem fragments
1114 Heeled bowl Late 17th century

Stem fragments
1115 Stem fragments
1137 UnidentifiabLe bowl fragment
1145 Fragment of spurred bowL 18th century

Stem fragment
1146 Small heeled bowl Early 17th century

Stem fragments
1149 Stem fragments
1151 Stem fragments
1161 Unidentifiable bowl fragments

Stem fragments
1163 Unidentifiable bowl fragments

Stem fragments
1164 Stem fragments
1165 Unidentifiable bowl fragments

Stem fragments
1168 Fragment of sDurred bowl. Stem fragments Late 17th/18th century



il71 Unidentifiable bowl fragments
Stem fra.ments

1172 Fragment of spurred bowl wilh initials 'lW' with decoration all in relief in circle on side of Made by John Wilson free 1707, still working 1723 or
bowl John Wickham, free 1723, dead by 1754.
Two unidentifiable bowl fragments
Stem fra.ments

1177 Fragment of spurred bowl with initials 'lW' with decoration all in relief in circle on side of See 1172
bowl

1181 Stem fragments
1197 Unidentifiable bowl fragments

Stem fra.ments
1208 Spurred bowl with initials 'J' 'w' in relief on each side of spur Made by the White family. Early to mid 19th century.

Stem fra.ments
1212 Slem fra.ments
1217 Stem fra.ments
1222 Unidentifiable bowl fra.ment
1230 Bowl fragment with two raised lines down either side of mould line 19th century

Unidentifiable bowl fragment
Fra.ment of stem with relief decoration close to bowl Late 19th century

1232 Slem fra.ment
1233 Plain bowl- no spur or heel Lale 19th cenlury

Heeled bowl with two raised lines either side of front and rear mould lines Mid to late 19th century
Spurred bowl with stylised leaf decoration in relief either side of front and rear mould lines Mid to late 19th century
Slem fragments

1234 Fragment of spurred bowl with stylised leaf decoration in relief either side of rear mould line Mid 10 late 19th century
Two spurred bowl wilh two raised lines either side of front and rear mould lines
Fragment of bowl with Iwo raised lines either side of front mould line Mid to late 19th century
Spurred bowl with oak leaves and acorns in relief either side of front mould line and oak
leaves either side of rear mould line Mid to late 19th century
Stem fra.ments one with red .laze on tio Mid to late 19th century

1238 Slem fra.menl
1243 Fragment of heeled bowl with two raised lines either side of rear mould line Mid 10 lale 191h century

Stem fra.ments
1262 Slem fra.ments
1263 Stem fragments
1264 Stem fra.menl
1268 Sourred bowl Late 171h century



Table 2: Analysis of bulk samples from Squire's Court, Bristol

no early 18~C 1720·1760 posl1780
date 18~

C
Context no: 1066 1115 1094 877 1036 1043 1026 1025 1071 1151 1164 1165 1161
Sample no: 25 6 5 15 19 22 2 3 13 7 9 10 11

Sample size (kgllitres) 34.9/3 11.7/ 29/ 78/ 24.9/2 79/ 5.21 28.8/2 66.7n 55/ 57.5/5 88.218 84.7n
3 13 23 74 4 60 5 6 3 39 7 2 8

Size of residue (kg) 0.77 0.85 7.25 9.45 2.45 15.02 1.67 5.42 6.17 11.07 10.05 13.47 10.8
Size of float (ml) 320 6 60 60 650 180 35 50 100 1160 785 210 150

NON CHARRED PLANT REMAINS Habitat
Aethusa cvnaDium L. Fool's Parslev oee rare C
Atrip/ex SOP Orache oce rare COn
Carex SPP Sedge frea freq oee oee rare oee rare frea rare GMPRW
Chelidonium ma;us L. Greater Celandine rare H
Chenopodium album L. Fat-hen freq
Conium macularum L. Hemlock rare rare Sw
Euphorbia helioscovia L. Sun Spurge oee CD
Ficus carica L. Fig oce oce #
MercuriaLis annua L. Annual Mercury oce oee v.frea frea frea ace ace abun v.frea v.frea frea CD
Rubus sect Glandulosus Bramble freq rare rare oce ace ace freq v.freq v.freq DHSW
Wimmer & Grab
Sambucus nill ra L. Elder oee frea frea oce oee v.frea v.frea v.frea abun DHSWn
Urtica dio;ca L. Common nettle ace rare occ rare rare OGHWp
Vitis vinifera L. Grace-vine rare rare #

CHARRED PLANT REMAINS

Grain
Avena so Oat occ ace #
Hordeum sp Barley rare rare #
Seca/e cereale Rve rare #
Weeds
Atrip/ex saa Oraclle CD
Berula erecta (Hudson)Cov Lesser Water-parsnip rare MPw
Brassica/Sinanis spp MustardlRape/Cole rare rare CD#
Carex SOD Sedge rare GMPRW



Context no: 1066 IllS 1094 877 1036 1043 1026 1025 1071 llSI 1164 116S 1161
Sample no: 25 6 5 IS 19 22 2 3 13 7 9 10 11

Divsacus sarivus (L.)Honck Fuller's Teasel occ #
Galium avarine L. Cleavers occ CHSo
Prunus spinosa L. Blaekthom rare HSW
OTHER REMAINS
Animal/fish bone * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Bead *
Charcoal * * * * * * * * * * * *
Clay pioe * * * * * * * * * * * *
Coke/clinker *
Coooer * * * *
Covoer vins *
Copper SOOOD *
Culle! *
Glass * * * * * * • * * * * *
Iron [rags * * * * • * * * * *
Lead *
PotterY * * * * * * * * * * * *
Rivets •
Shellfish frags • • • • * • • • • • • •
(mussel/ovster/cocklc)
Sla.
Snails v.freo oce v.freo occ occ abun oee freQ freQ FreQ occ rare
Tile • • • * * • • • • • •

COMPOSITION OF RESIDUE
(as % of whole sample)
BuildinQ: rubble 5 5 5 10 5 5 5 5
Charcoal 1 2 10 10 5 I
Clinker/cokclslaQ: 75 20 75 68 78 75 50 65 69 79 88 80
Mortar 10 10 5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5 10
Pennant 5 65 10 20 5 5 20 10 10 5 5 5
Slate 5 5 1 5 5 5 5 1 I 1 5



Post 1780 late late 19~C post mid
18~C 18/19' 1835 19~C

hC

Context no: 1074 1197 1114 818 873 1163 1082 1181 1037 1124 . 1222 1022 953
Sample no: 12 16 20 23 18 8 1 14 21 24 26 4 17

Sample size (kg/litres) 78.5/ 27/ 48.6/ 84.2/8 73/ 75/ 38.9/3 71/ 82/ 31.3/3 28.4/2 25.9/2
76 23 47 5 70 73 4 76 85 1 3 4 45

Size of residue (kg) 13.2 5.75 5.65 10.05 8.85 12.77 7.75 13.57 14.12 15.4/3 4.8 4.0 7.02
30

Size of float (m1) 80 100 260 70 210 none 100 480 290 20 68 410

NON CHARRED PLANT REMAmS Habitat
Aethusa cynapium L. Fool's Parslev freq freq oee C
Alnus fllutinosa (L.)Gacnner Alder oee RWw
A/rip/ex spp Orache oce rare oee v.freq rare oee CDn
Brassica/Sinavis son MustardJRaoe/Cole rare freo CD#
Carex SPP Sedge rare oee freq freq abun freo freq rare oee OMPRW
Chelidonium maius L. Greater Celandine oce oce H
Chenopodium album L. Fat-hen oee oee frea freq v.frea
Chenopodiumficifo/ium Smith Fil!-Ieaved Goosefeot rare CD
Conium maculatum L. Hemlock rare .frea .- rare Sw
Ficus carica L. Fig . -

#oee oee oee
Lamium lJumureum L. Red Dead-nettle rare frea oce rare oee CD
Mercurialis annua L. Annual Mereury oee freq abun freq freq oee v.freq freq rare freq CD
PolYRonum aviculare L. Knotgrass oee CD
Prunus domestica L. Plum rare rare HS#
Ranunculus Buttercup rare rare oce DO
acris/repenslbulbosus
Ranunculus sceleratu.s L. Celery-leaved oee MPR

ButtercUD
Rubus sect Glandulosus Bramble oee freq freq freq rare abun freq DHSW
Wimmet & Grab
Rumex spp Dock rare rare
Sambucus nif!ra L. Elder abun oee v.freq freq freq occ oce frea rare freq oee DHSWn
Silene spp Camoion oee oee various
Solanum dulcamara L. Bittersweet rare DHS

Context no: 1074 1197 1114 818 873 1163 1082 1181 1037 1124 1222 1022 953
Sample no: 12 16 20 23 18 8 1 14 21 24 26 4 17

Sonc11us o/eraceus L. Smooth Sow-thistle rare CDW
Staclivs c.f. svlvatica L. Hedge Woundwort rare HSW
Stel/aria media (L.)Villars Common Chickweed rare CD



Urtica dioica L. Common nettle oce ace ace occ DGHWp
Viola arvensislrroc%r FieldlWild Pansy freQ CD
Viola odorata L. Sweet Violet rare HSW
Fly pupae v.frea

CHARRED PLANT REMAINS
Grain
Avena so Dat rare #
Hordeum sp Barley rare #
Cereal indcl rare #
Weeds
Dipsacus sativllS (L.)Honck Fuller's Teasel occ rare #
Ga/iutn aoarine L. Cleavers rare CHSo
Poaceae indet Grass rare
Rumex SOD Dock occ DG
Sambucus niRra rare

OTHER REMAINS
Animal/fish bone • • • • • • • • • • • •
Bead • • •
Charcoal • • • • • • • • • • •
Clay Dioc • • • • • • • • • • • •
Cokclclinker •
CODocr • • • • • •
Copper pins • • • • • •
Cullet • • •
Glass • • • • • • • • • • • •
Iron frae:s • • • • • • • • • • •
Lead • •
Pottery • • • • • • • • • • • •



Context no: 1074 1197 1114 818 873 1163 1082 1181 1037 1124 1222 1022 953
Sample no: 12 16 20 23 18 8 1 14 21 24 26 4 17

Shellfish frags • • • • • • • • • • • •
(mussel/oyster/cockle)
Snails freo fren occ nue acc occ occ
Tile • • • • • • • • • • • • •
COMPOSITION OF RESIDUE
(as % of whole samDle)
Building rubble 5 5 10 10 5 10 10 5 5
Charcoal I 2 5 5 5 1 5 10 1 5 5
Clinkerlcokelslag 82 20 40 68 75 76 50 65 79 90 34 45 45
Rint t I 5 1
Mortar 5 30 10 10 5 10 10 10 10 5 10 10 20
Pennant 5 40 30 5 10 2 20 10 5 40 30 30
Slate I 3 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 5

KEY

Habitat
B. Bankside. C: Cullivated/Arable. D: Disturbed. G: Grassland. H: Hedgerow. M: Marsh.
P: Ponds, ditches - stagnant/slow flowing water. R: Rivers, streams. S: Scrub. W: Woodland.
a: acidic. n: nitrogen rich soils. 0: open habitats. w: wet/damp soils.
# cultivated plant/of economic importance

Scale of abundance:
rare: 1 seed/grain
occ: 2-9 seeds/grain
freq: 10-40 seeds/grain
v. freq: 41 - 100 seeds/grain
abun: 100+ seeds/grain

• = present



Sample Diatoms Diatom Quality of Species Species Assemblage Diatom Assemblage
depth (cm) present concentration preservation Diversity Tvue
SamDle]
0-1 yes very low poor low indetenninate spp. F marine

Navicula cincta (h, a) + halophilousl
Para/ia su/cala (m) + aerophilous
RhapllOneis surirella (m) +
Rhavhone;.~ so. (m) +

1-2 yes low poor low Podosira stelligera (m) + marinelbrackish
indetenninate spp. F
Nitzschia navicularis (b) +
Rhaphoneis surirella (m) +
Rhaphonei.f sp. (m) +
ThaLassiosira deciviens (mb) +

2-3 yes low poor low Hantzschia amphioxys (a) + aerophilous
Rhaphoneis spp. (m) + marine
Pinnularia subcapitata (a) + brackish
Navicula cincta (h, a) +
Paratia sulcata (m) f ++
indetenninate spp. F

SamDle 2
0-1 yes very low very poor low Pinnularia subcapitata (a) ++ aerophilous and

Paralia sulcata (m) f marine
indetenninate SOD. F

1-2 no - - - -
2-3 no - - - - -
Sample 3
0-1 yes very low poor low Nitzschia (emstris (a) + aerophilous

chrvsoohvte Cysts ++
1-2 yes very low poor low Pinnularia subcapitata (a) + aerophilous and

chrysophyte cysts (a) ++ marine
Paratia sulcata (m) cia. f +
Pinnularia so. (a) f

2-3 yes very low poor (cia & t) low Hantzschia amphioxys (a) + acrophilous and
Rhaphoneis sp. (m) f marine
Pinnularia sp. (a) +
indetenninate sp. F
chrysophyte cysts (.) ++

Table 3
Summary table for the assessment of samples from Squire's Court, Bedminster Parade, Bristol
(sample depths are in centimetres below the top of the alluvium). Sample details taken from sample
bags. Key: f - fragment; cia - diatom valve central area; + present; ++ few; (a) - aerophilous or
tolerant of desiccation; (m) marine; (b) brackish; (mb) marine brackish; (h) halophilous



Period

Late Post-medieval 17th century
Early Modem 18th-19th century
Modem 20th century
Unphased
Total

No. of fragments

5
218
40
13
276

Weight (in grams) of
hone from samples
41
991
226
56
1,314

Table 4
Quantity and provenance of faunal material by period. Note each period includes an unquantified
number ofundiagnostic bone fragments.

Species Post-Medieval Early Modern Modern Unphased
Cattle 2 47 2 2
Sheep/goat 3 100 II II
Pig 25 3
Horse 1 I
Dog I
Cat 7"
Fallow deer I
Roe deer I
Rabbit 15 13
Hare 2
Chicken la 5
Bird inde!. 1I 2
Total 5 218 40 13

Table 5
Number of identified specimens per species (or NISP) by period. " = partial skeleton counted as one.
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Fig.5 Ashmead, c.1854



Fig.6 Ordnance Survey, 1883, scale 1: 1000
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Plate 1 Areas 26, 29, 30, 31 and 17, looking south-east

Plate 2 Interior of 19th-century cistern/cess tank, Area 26



Plate 3 Area 18, looking north-east, showing 19th-century garden
soils and paths

Plate 4 Areas 17, 18 and 27, looking south



Plate 5 North-west side of excavation area, looking south

Plate 6 Areas 36 and 37, looking south-east



Plate 7 South-west half of the site, showing Squire's Court and adjacent buildings

Plate 8 Area 16, showing structures 966,967 and soil horizon 1082, looking south



Plate 9 Artisan dwellings on the north-west side of Squire's Court (Areas 15 and 32)

Plate 10 Area 8, looking south showing stone slab floor 1292



Plate 11 Area 20, possible clay extraction pit (1221), looking north-west
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